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Abstract
The present work is a summary of the experimental results of the DFG Project “Numerical and
Experimental Investigations of the instationary flow phenomena in a Side Channel Pump” under
grant No. 585385; Reference: GA 718/5-1. Its purpose is to serve as data base for numerical
validation, as well as experimental reference. In addition it proposes a new way of analyzing
relative flow fields of fluid machinery by making use of a triple decomposition of arbitrary flow
information.
(a) CAD draft
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(b) Characteristic Curves
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(c) Exemplary radial flow field
The study covers the design and integration of a special purpose-built side channel pump (see
(a)), which is also referred to as regenerative flow pump (RFP), into a specific test rig. Common
integral operational data (such as: torque, pressure, etc.) were carried out to determine the key
figures of the machine. The dimensionless characteristic curves (total head / efficiency coefficient
vs. flow coefficient) were identified thoroughly for three impellers with different numbers of
blades within the same casing (see (b)). The analysis covers a full uncertainty, as well as error
propagation estimation to ensure significance and reproducibility of the data. An extensive Time
Resolved Stereo Particle Image Velocimetry (TR-SPIV) measurement campaign was realized to
examine the flow development within the side channel of the machine. It includes comprehensive
analyses of all three velocity components of the flow fields for six different operating points
(OPs) along the characteristic curve for a plane 2mm above the impeller (2D-3C). Flow field
information was simultaneously obtained within the developed region of the flow, covering 20%
of the total working space. In addition, to further illustrate the complete development of the
flow, a total of five planes along the axial extend of the side channel are explained exemplary
for a single OP. Finally, they are combined using phase angle information to enable a complete
3-dimensional 3-component (3D-3C) evaluation of the flow distribution (see (c)). Results are
presented starting with a rather common time-averaging approach to understand general flow
field development. Afterwards the discussion is taken a step further by using phase-averaging
to uncover first dynamics within the flow field. Ultimately, the concept of triple decomposed
flow field information is used and proposed as a new approach to understand relative motions
induced by the impeller of fluid machinery in form of ”Frozen periodic dynamics”.
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Kurzfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit ist eine Zusammenfassung der im Rahmen des DFG Projektes ”Nu-
merische und experimentelle Untersuchungen der instationa¨ren Stro¨mungspha¨nomene in einer
Seitenkanalmaschine” (AOBJ: 585385; GZ: GA 718/5-1) enstandenen experimentellen Ergeb-
nisse. Weiterhin wird ein neuer Ansatz zum besseren Versta¨ndnis der relativen Laufradstro¨mung
in Stro¨mungsmaschinen unter Zuhilfenahme der ”Triple Decomposition” aufgezeigt.
(a) Explosionszeichnung
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(b) Kennlinien
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(c) Radiales Geschwindigkeitsfeld
Die Arbeit erla¨utert die realisierte Maschine (siehe (a)), sowie den kompletten zugeho¨rigen
Versuchsstand. Die Ermittlung der beiden wichtigsten Kennlinien (Druckzahl / Wirkungsgrad
u¨ber Lieferzahl) fu¨r drei verschiedene Laufra¨der mit unterschiedlicher Schaufelzahl wird disku-
tiert(siehe (b)). Dies geschieht besonders in Hinsicht auf Messgenauigkeit und Fehlerfortpflanzung
um Reproduzierbarkeit zu gewa¨hrleisten. Weiterhin wird die umfangreiche zeitaufgelo¨ste Stereo
Particle Image Velocimetry (TR-SPIV) Messkampagne im Seitenkanal der Maschine ero¨rtert.
Dies beinhaltet vor allem die Analyse der Geschwindigkeitsfelder aller drei Komponenten in
einer Ebene 2mm u¨ber dem Laufrad fu¨r 6 verschiedene Betriebspunkte entlang der Kennlinie
(2D-3C). Die Feldmessungen wurden im Bereich der entwickelten Stro¨mung durchgefu¨hrt und
erfassen 20 % des gesamten Arbeitsbereichs der Maschine. Um die weitere Entwicklung des
Stro¨mungsfeldes zu beschreiben, wurden entlang der axialen Erstreckung des Seitenkanals fu¨nf
Messebenen fu¨r einen Betriebspunkt erfasst. Diese wurden anschließend mit Hilfe simultan
erfasster Drehwinkelpositionen zu einem 3-dimensionalen Geschwindigkeitsfeld mit allen drei
Raumkomponenten (3D-3C) zusammengesetzt (siehe (c)). Die Beschreibung der Stro¨mung wird
von zeitgemittelten bis hin zu phasengemittelten Ergebnissen entwickelt. Abschließend wird
erla¨utert wie mit Hilfe der ”Triple Decomposition” von Geschwindigkeitsinformationen die durch
das Laufrad hervorgerufene Relativbewegung der Stro¨mung verdeutlicht werden kann. Es wird
gezeigt, wie hierdurch die Ursache-Wirkungs-Beziehung zwischen Laufrad und Stro¨mung in
Stro¨mungsmaschinen durch diese ”Frozen periodic dynamics” Darstellung besser verstanden
werden kann.
ii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The field of fluid machinery is one of the oldest examples for mankinds efforts to convert
energy from fluids to shaft power or vice versa. The first documented utilization goes back
to ancient roman and greek times, where it was used for instance in form of water wheels as
the major mechanical component in the vitally important irrigation systems ([1]). Since then
and throughout time, fluid machinery played a leading role in the development of civilization.
Nowadays, with a lot of efforts strongly pointing towards regenerative energy and sustainability,
fluid machinery as the leading technology in generating and consuming electrical energy is in
focus more than ever. Applications are numerous: Be that huge wind parks in non urban
areas, enormous dams with Gigawatts of generated power, or the innumerable every day life
applications and appliance, like fans and pumps in cars, buildings and nearly in every slightly
complex machine.
As pumps are the single largest user of electricity in the European union, the urge for a higher
efficiency of fluid machinery becomes apparent in the European Union’s Ecodesign Directive
(Directive 2009/125/EC) [2] as a framework for ecodesign requirements for energy-related
products. Covering a wide range of product groups in various fields from consumer goods to
industrial products, most of them are somewhat connected to fluid machinery. The directive
focuses on reducing greenhouse gas emission at low cost by reducing the energy demand of various
systems. Regarding fluid machinery, this is realized by setting a reference value for the minimum
efficiency of a machine, which has to be met by the manufacturer. Advanced optimization and
design strategies are therefore of utmost importance to meet those requirements.
In general, fluid machinery covers a wide range of combinations of pressure head versus volume
flow. One specific machine, the regenerative flow pump (RFP), is used for generating high
pressure heads at a small flow rate due to their low specific speed. A benefit is their small
and simple construct, in addition with their self priming ability and their capability to handle
multiphase flow. However, their efficiency is relatively low compared to the more common
machines of the radial and axial type (The highest ever reported efficiency of 50 % was given by
Crewdson [3]). Consequently, it is absolutely necessary to fully understand the basic working
principle of the machine, which is described by the so called “circulation theory”, based on the
Euler equation for fluid machinery. However, the application of the theory in a detailed design
process needs empirical knowledge and experience. Numerical methods support this process,
nonetheless for validation detailed experimental data is necessary. This demand is confirmed by
multiple authors:
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In his work, Quail et al. [4] stated that there is “limited published data and insufficient design
guiding criteria to allow more intuitive industrial selection of this pump type”. This statement
was supported by various others as well: Meakhail and Park [5] remark that “Regenerative
flow pumps and compressors have found many applications in industry; however they are the
most neglected turbomachines in terms of research. The number of publications existing in the
literature is comparatively less than papers dealing with centrifugal and axial turbomachines.” In
the opinion of Engeda [6], “it is strongly believed that quite a substantial additional pressure and
gain in efficiency can be obtained from a good understanding of the exact flow mechanism and
associated losses and design changes to minimize the losses.” This need for a deeper understanding
of the flow was furthermore demanded. Quail et al. [4] concluded, that substantial efficiency
and performance improvement would be attained with a better understanding of the flow field
in the regenerative pump. In particular, Quail et al. [4] referred to the work of numerous
authors ([6–10]). Recently, Bo¨hle and Mu¨ller [11] stated, that “the composition of a side
channel pump is simple, but the flow inside this machine is very complex and all details have
not been understood until now”. A specific commonality is the referring to the experiments:
Hollenberg and Potter [12] said, that to understand RFP, “the most fruitful approach is therefore
from overall performance data on specific units and corresponding flow visualization studies.”
Quail et al. [13] sums it up : “There is a need for significant developments in instrumentation
technology and novel approaches which enable detailed data to be acquired over large regions at
higher accuracy, (particularly for flow in the current study), but at a reasonable cost.”
To overcome the present shortcomings and to contribute detailed data over large regions, the
comprehensive DFG Project “Numerical and Experimental Investigations of the instationary
flow phenomena in a Side Channel Pump” under grant No. 585385; Reference: GA 718/5-1 was
launched. It is a bilateral project between the Institute of Fluid Mechanics and Fluid Machinery
(SAM) of the University of Kaiserslautern and the Institute of Fluid Machinery (FSM) of the
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT).
The present work focuses on the experimental part of the project by using one of the most
advanced non-intrusive optical field measurement method to study a RFP within a common
pump test rig, both specifically designed for the purpose. The High Speed Stereo Particle Image
Velocimetry (HS-SPIV) System at hand allows to examine the unsteady internal flow within the
side channel of the RFP by measuring all three velocity components simultaneously for a wide
image section completely time resolved at a frequency of 2000 Hz. In addition, more common
measurement categories, such as torque, volume flow and pressure are recorded in parallel.
The overall goal of this thesis is to fulfill the requested deeper understanding of the flow
within the machine by providing a comprehensive insight into the flow mechanism behind the
interaction between impeller and side channel. Focus lies on revealing flow fields within the side
channel in a detailed way that has not been documented up until the present day. Ultimately,
with the attainable measurement precision of the PIV System at hand, the data being provided
shall serve as reference for CFD Calculations as demanded by the multiple authors mentioned
above. In parallel, the PIV measurements are supported by common integral value measurement
to provide the overall performance data of the specific purpose-built unit.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Fundamentals
As already stated in the introduction, there is an ongoing demand on more comprehensive
data on and a deeper understanding of regenerative flow pumps as research in this field was
only limited since the first mentioning of this kind of machine. Although recent publications
about RFP (and their compressing equivalent, the regenerative flow compressor (RFC)) are not
comparable in numbers to the ones for the more common centrifugal fluid machines, research on
this kind of machine is still an ongoing challenge. However, all of these valuable contributions
even nowadays rely on fundamentals made in the previous century which are nevertheless still
up to date. Therefore this chapter aims to explain the theoretical fundamentals on basis of past
contributions.
2.1 Basics
An elaboration in which they summarize and illustrate the “Current Status, Design and
Performance Trends for the Regenerative Flow Compressors and Pumps” was made by Raheel
and Engeda [10]. It serves as a basis for the following ”Basics” section to give an introduction
to RFP/RFC.
Nomenclature of RFP is versatile in literature and sometimes confusing. They are also known
with other names such as (and most commonly used):
• Peripheral pump (if there is also a radial extend of the side channel)
• Side channel pump (the literal translation of the German name for the machine: “Seiten-
kanalpumpe”)
• Turbine pump (Referring to the multiple passes of the fluid through the impeller)
• Drag pump (referring to the interaction between side channel and impeller according to
the “Turbulence Theory”)
• Traction pump (early publications or in combination with automotive)
• Vortex pump (due to the vortex depending working principle)
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With the ability to generate a high head at low flow rates due to a very low specific speed, they
share characteristics of positive displacement machines (power directly proportional to head,
with maximum power required at shutoff, and a steep head-capacity curve (Quail et al. [13])),
while still being associated to kinetic (or more precise: centrifugal) pumps. In addition, as
they are “quasi multistage” (because of the multiple interactions between impeller and side
channel), they offer much higher heads compared to the more common turbomachines with
the same tip speed, while still being a single stage. Other benefits are their small and simple
construct (low cost), their self priming ability and their capability to handle multiphase flow.
In addition, RFPs are less vulnerable to cavitation, as occurring of such does not lead directly
to mechanical failure (Muller [14]). Due to their low pressure gradient, they require lower net
positive suction head (NPSH) than centrifugal pumps as well. A comparison of the differences
between regenerative and centrifugal pumps adapted from Raheel and Engeda [10] is given in
Table 2.1:
Regenerative Centrifugal
Radial and toroidal flow radial flow
Simple vanes Complex vanes and volutes
More compact Larger in size
Better efficiency at low specific speeds Better efficiency at higher specific speeds
No surge problems / Stable operating range Surge limit
Closer tolerances for clearance Higher tolerances
Table 2.1: Comparison of regenerative and centrifugal pumps (adapted from [10]).
RFP/RFC are used in a wide field of operation. Despite their low efficiency, for special cases,
their beneficial characteristic is unmatched by other types. The unique combination of robustness,
small size and high pressure head makes RFPs especially (but not exclusively) interesting in the
following fields:
• chemical, petroleum and nuclear industries
• automotive and aerospace fuel pumping
• booster systems
• water supply
• agriculture industry
• shipping and mining
• foodstuff industry
• regulation of lubrication and filtering
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2.2 Past Contributions
An extensive “Overview of the theories to clarify the flow within side channel machines” was
given by Grabow [15]. The present section summarizes his work and is extended by recent
works.
The RFP originally appeared in literature in the beginning of the 20th century where it was
used in the field of urban water supply. First studies on RFP were made in Germany by Ritter
[16] and Schmiedchen [17]. They studied empirically the influence of geometric parameters on
the performance curve. Based on their work, Engels [18] developed a one-dimensional model to
predict specific characteristics, depending on the geometry. However, a drawback was that it
relied on experimentally defined coefficients. Nowadays, there are two main theories present.
Turbulence Theory
One is the so called “turbulence theory” (also known as “mixing theory” or “Shear Stress
Theory”), which was introduced by Iversen [19]. In his model, the exchange of the impeller
momentum is due to turbulent shear stresses. Furthermore, fluid exchange between impeller and
side channel is due to a “macroscopic mixing process”. The model considers the impeller as a
linear motion of a rough surface, dragging the fluid along the side channel due to shear stresses.
He states that the shear forces are only due to the gradient between the mean impeller velocity
and the (lower) mean side channel velocity. Weinig [20] supported the idea of turbulent shear
stresses but stated that a fluid exchange between impeller and side channel takes place. In his
model, the exchange was caused by vortices at the blade tips, forcing fluid from the side channel
back into the vanes of the impeller. Pfleiderer [21] also supposed a circulation flow, but figured
it to be constant for all points of operation. This stood in conflict with the research of Engels
[18] who already showed that the circulation flow was not constant along the head-capacity
curve. However, all authors neglected the circular flow due to centrifugal forces, which according
to Senoo [22, 23] has to be taken into account. He stated, that the fluid is forced into the side
channel due to centrifugal forces and transfers the impeller torque through momentum exchange
to the fluid. Although he recognizes this circular flow as an important factor for the pressure
rise of the machine, he puts the working principle down to the shear stresses as well. To sum
up the theory in one sentence (which also explains its different names): Torque is transferred
indirectly via shear stresses, due to the turbulent mixing process of the (primary) “side channel
flow” with the “circulation flow”.
Circulation Theory
A more direct approach of momentum exchange was already made by Engels [18], who stated
that the combination of the primary side channel flow and the circulation flow leads to a rather
helical flow interacting between side channel and impeller. Bartels [24] and Lazo and Hopkins
[25] and Lutz [26] were able to uncover this helix-shaped development of the flow by various
visualization techniques. This led to a further developed model by Wilson et al. [7], the so
called “circulation theory” (also known as “Momentum exchange theory”, “liquid filament” or
“Stream line theory”). Impeller momentum is transferred onto the fluid particles traveling along
a spiral path through the machine due to the centrifugal forces acting on them. Within the
side channel, the circumferential velocity component reduces, transforming the momentum into
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pressure head. The theory was later on refined and adapted to special use by multiple authors
([27–30]).
Summary
A review of the theories was made by Senoo [31] who concluded that both theories are compatible.
Grabow [15] gave a detailed overview and discussion of both theories as well, however stating that
although the circulation theory neglects drag and shear stress effects, it is widely accepted and
gives better results for performance predictions as well as the general geometric configuration of
a RFP. It has to be mentioned, that both sources had not yet access to CFD-results, nor modern
flow field visualization techniques. Nowadays, with modern techniques being available, the
momentum theory is regarded as the more flexible and precise one. Therefore recent approaches
focused on improving the momentum theory([5, 9, 32]).
In the field of industrial feasibility, current studies have been made on the performance of
RFP in industrial use (Kang et al. [33]), as well as general design considerations for industrial
application ([6, 34–36]). Bo¨hle and Mu¨ller [11] contributed studies regarding flow analysis on
basis of analytic models and CFD. Extensive design studies based on numerical models, partial
supported by measurements were carried out by Quail et al. [4, 13] and Quail et al. [37, 38].
Newest contributions to the field of RFP/RFC examine again the influence of blade properties
to the characteristic of the machine ([39, 40]).
As a side note it shall be mentioned, that in the German-speaking areas especially the work of
Grabow and Surek advanced the research on RFP/RFC. Cross references to various publications
of both authors can be found in Grabow [15] and Surek [41]. Besides their contribution to the
general theories, both authors had a focus on different machines. Grabow did a lot of research
on peripheral pumps ([30, 42–50]). Surek on the other side did a lot of contributions regarding
compressors. Particular (but not exclusively) regarding pressure distribution and development
within the machine ([41, 51–56]). Another important work was one of his earlier studies on
the mass flow through the machine: Based on experimental work he formulated the mass flow
balance around the stripper showing its great influence regarding machine characteristic and
performance ([57]).
2.3 Working principle
To understand the basic flow mechanism within a RFP, Figure 2.1 is introduced.
It shows in a schematic manner a single stage, single sided RFP. On the left hand side a
section through the side channel and the impeller is shown to illustrate the axial structure of
the machine. The top down view on the right hand side shows the annular side channel in blue,
together with in- and outlet. The main flow direction is marked with a red arrow, while the
impeller is rotating with ω (green arrow). The fluid enters the side channel axially from the
inlet and is directly forced by the underlying impeller into the rotating direction. The fluid
then is accelerated up to point where the flow is considered developed. In that phase, there
is a linear pressure rise up to a point, where the influence of the outlet affects the fluid again.
It decelerates and leaves the machine at the outlet. The pressure rise and therefore working
principle of the machine is caused due to a circular flow, rotating between impeller and side
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(a) Section A-A (Circulation flow in red)
A
InletOutlet
Stripper
(b) Top down view (Magenta: primary flow)
Figure 2.1: Main flow mechanics in a RFP.
channel. Together with the main flow velocity in rotating direction, this leads to a helical
flow along the circumferential extend of the side channel often described as a corkscrew flow
(figuratively, a single path line can be abstracted in form of a “mechanical spring”). The number
of interactions between impeller and side channel (therefore the circumferential dilatation of the
“spring”) is strongly depending on the operating point(OP): very few interactions in overload
(OL), five to eight circulations near best efficiency point (BEP) (according to Surek [58]) and
considerably more in partload (PL).
To understand the flow within fluid machinery, it is common to transfer an absolute velocity (~c)
within a earth fixed coordinate system into an impeller fixed coordinate system. The common
way to do so is a graphical approach in form of ”velocity triangles” as shown with Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: ”Velocity triangles”: the relation between earth fixed and impeller fixed coordinate
system (according to [59]).
It shows the vectorial relation between the absolute velocity ~c = ci = [cu, cr, cax], the local
circumferential impeller velocity ~u = ωr, with ω being the angular velocity multiplied by the
current radius r, and the relative velocity component ~w = wi = [wu, wr, wax], together with
their corresponding angles. The relation is formulated by
~w = ~c− ~u. (2.1)
In common fluid machinery this relation in combination with various assumptions is used to
formulate the energy exchange between impeller and fluid. In general this is described with
”Euler’s pump and turbine equation”. In case of RFPs, this has to be adapted.
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”Analytical Flow Model” [11]
As previously stated, the momentum theory is nowadays widely accepted. It is commonly
described using a 1D model as a first approximation by formulating a momentum balance within
the side channel and afterwards concluding the result onto the impeller, ultimately describing
the working principle of the machine ([11, 35–37]).The following section is an adaption of the
”Analytical Flow Model” section of Bo¨hle and Mu¨ller [11], taking the present geometry into
account. However, the mathematical model is identical: A small control volume is considered
along the circumferential extend of the side channel. The following assumptions are made:
• The flow is steady (Stationary, circumferential velocity within the side channel)
• The fluid is incompressible with no change in density (Water)
• No leakage occurs
• Unlimited number of blades for the impeller
• All processes are adiabatic
• Flow is characterized by a tangential and circularly velocity (defining the primary and
circular flow)
• Circumferential pressure gradient is independent of the radius.
A 3D view of the control volume is given with Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Momentum balance for a control volume along the side channel with acting forces
(adapted from [11]).
The circulation mass flow d(m˙circ) is drawn in red. It enters the side channel from the impeller at
the outer part with a circumferential velocity component c2,u and leaves the side channel into the
impeller bearing the circumferential velocity component c1,u (Due to mass conservation, the areas
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of the colored exchange interfaces (yellow and green) are assumed to be equal. Therefore, velocity
components c1&2,u are the simplified characteristic mean circumferential velocities according to
the conservation of mass between impeller and side channel). As only forces in circumferential
direction can contribute to torsional momentum, these are the momentums on the circulating
mass flow due to the flow velocity components c1&2,u and the pressure forces orthogonal to
the cross section of the side channel (Gray areas). As they are equal, the pressure rise in
between them is dp · A. Flow friction is expressed by the averaged shear stresses τ , acting on
A′, which is the whole surface of the control volume minus 2 · A. Now the momentum balance
in circumferential direction can be formulated:
d(m˙circ) · c1,u − d(m˙circ) · c2,u + dp · A+ τ · A′ = 0 (2.2)
By neglecting the shear stresses τ , integration in circumferential direction along the side channel
yields:
m˙circ · (c2,u − c1,u) = Δp · A (2.3)
As side channel and impeller only interact through a single control surface, due to mass and
energy conservation, this is valid for the impeller as well. Therefore the left hand side of the
equation now can be interpreted as ”Euler’s pump and turbine equation”, providing the necessary
momentum for the pressure rise within the side channel (Right hand side). Reformulating this
in terms of the theoretical total head leads to:
ΔHtheo =
Δp
g · ρ =
m˙circ
g · ρ · A · (c2,u − c1,u) (2.4)
Ultimately, this enables to predict the pressure rise of the machine only according to geometrical
parameters and velocities, which can be provided by simulation or experiments.
Flow development / velocity triangles
The one-dimensional circulation theory has been proven to be sufficient for most purposes and is
conform with the ”Euler’s pump and turbine equation” for fluid machinery. Therefore the affinity
laws can be used. Being able to do so grants the advantage to easily predict performance of
similar pumps once a discrete machine has been examined. It also includes kinematic similarity
which enables to use velocity triangles as a mean of describing the flow through the impeller.
In case of the more common machines, velocity triangles are normally drawn with respect to
the impeller in a 2 dimensional plane. This is to easily visualize absolute and relative velocities
to understand occurring phenomena and the interaction between impeller and flow in general
as well as the interaction with non-rotating parts of the casing such as guide vanes (e.g. flow
separation, shock losses, recirculation). This one-dimensional approach (streamline theory)
through a single blade channel and optional guide vanes is sufficient enough, as in common
machines flow passes through the impeller only once and is regarded similar for each individual
blade channel. In case of RFP, with it being ”quasi multistage” this is different. The side
channel acts on the circular flow as a ”pseudo guide vane”, as it directly influences the inlet flow
of a subsequent blade channel according to the out flow of the present one. An approach to use
a similar way of reducing the three dimensional flow to a two dimensional plane representing the
flow in case of a RFP is to combine two meridional cuts through side channel and impeller along
θ at distinct radii r2&1. For this approach, any radial velocity component (c, w, u)r is neglected.
This ”unrolled” representation is shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Assumed path-lines and velocity triangles for different operating points within the
unrolled side channel.
It shows the assumed angular path-lines for different operating points as well as the according
velocity triangles (Magnitude as well as angles are based on actual measurements, positions are
exemplary chosen at different blades). Index 2 refers to a cut at a big radius (inflow into the
side channel), while index 1 refers to the back flow into the impeller near the hub (Note that
for common machines one refers to the flow within the blade channel. For RFP however, as
shown before, formulating the momentum balance within the side channel is more convenient.
Therefore the odd flow direction from 2 to 1). It is visible, that in overload mode there’s nearly
no interaction with the impeller, while in part load a strong interaction is suggested.
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Chapter 3
Experiment and Methods
The following chapter describes the experimental setup, the instrumentation in detail as well as
post-processing methods were necessary.
3.1 Hydraulic System
As the project was started from scratch, a generic RFP prototype as well as the supporting test
rig had to be designed and built.
3.1.1 Design of the generic RFP
Key challenge regarding the design of the RFP was to find a compromise between measurability
and industry-oriented geometrical shape: As the quality of PIV Measurements strongly depends
on the optical access to the desired region of interest (therefore the optical path of the key
components), focus lies on simple geometric shapes enabling few up to no refraction at all. For
reasons of comparability however, the design should be as close to common existing models as
possible as well as reasonably sized in general to properly install and operate the equipment.
Such common approaches on efficient design of RFPs normally show complex free shaped blades,
as well as three dimensional shapes of the side channel. Additionally, due to the nature of their
very high pressure heads, all components of the machine are designed in a massive and reinforced
way, mostly made of durable materials, such as steel or tough cast aluminum or iron. On the
other hand, with PIV being an optical, non-intrusive way to measure flow fields within a machine,
it is necessary to have a straight line of sight between the camera-, as well the laser system and
the intended measurement plane. Inevitably, at least some components have to be made out of
transparent material, which nowadays is solved by using either rather soft acrylic glass or normal,
rather brittle glass. In addition, the accuracy of PIV measurements is strongly influenced by
optical aberration. To reduce refraction and other disturbing optical phenomena, it is necessary
to minimize curved surfaces in the optical path. These requirements stand in direct contrast to
each other, as designing a RFP in a flow optimized way would lead to complex three-dimensional
structures, therefore leading to distortion. This leads to the necessity of a generic geometry, with
the main focus on optical accessibility, yet still fully operating as a RFP. Hands-on experience
from earlier studies with the available PIV System gave guidance on optimal setup conditions.
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Despite the fact, that normally a PIV System is adapted to the flow situation and not the other
way round, it was decided to adapt some geometric machine parameters to the given PIV System,
as precise results were of the utmost importance and experience with that very system were
existent. In the following, certain machine design characteristics and the reasons for choosing
them are presented. To give a general overview, Figure 3.1 shows the resulting generic design.
Figure 3.2 shows the sectional view through the machine and directly a distinct difference to
more common types: the nonexistent radial extension of the side channel. Therefore each flow
side is independent, sealed by the impeller itself. Interaction between the flows is only possible
through the small gap between the outer rim of the impeller and the inner side channel wall.
Figure 3.1: Exploded view of the RFP draft.
Figure 3.2: Sectional View of the RFP.
Overall Dimensions
For the available PIV System, a region of interest (ROI) with a characteristic length of 8− 10cm
offered best results in preliminary studies ([73]). Furthermore, to be able to observe the
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development of the flow, the ROI should cover at least three complete blade channels. Since
curved surfaces introduce a higher uncertainty for Stereo-PIV measurements, right angles
were considered mandatory. Said requirements in addition with a design process according to
Surek [41] lead to a rectangular side channel and a corresponding impeller with the geometric
dimensions given in table 3.1 and general specifications with table 3.2.
Impeller Diameter 200 mm
Blade Length 40 mm
Blade Width 16 mm
Blade Thickness 3 mm
Cross-section Side Channel 20 x 40 mm
In- and Outlet Diameter 40 mm
Gaps 0.3 mm
Number of Blades 24
Table 3.1: Geometrical dimensions.
Rotational speed 500 [1/min]
Maximum volume flow (single side) 11 [m³/h]
Maximum pressure rise (single side) 5 [m]
Outer circumferential impeller speed (U) 5.2 [m/s]
Table 3.2: General specifications.
Casing
To equalize axial forces, a symmetric double flow machine was realized. This enables the pump
to hydraulically self-center the impeller. Consequently, two side channels on both sides of the
impeller are required. Another elementary necessity is the ability to easily disassemble the
machine. Main reason for this is the placement of the PIV Target, which has to be installed and
removed before every single series of measurement. This was taken into account by separating the
casing into two parts. One side channel was milled into a square block of POM (Polyoxymethylen)
(Figure 3.3a) which served as basis for the machine itself (in the following referred to as ”POM-
side”) and includes the shaft packing as well. The other side channel was milled into an acrylic
hub (Figure 3.3b), referred to as ”PIV-side”. The hub can be easily detached in whole, granting
access to the inner parts of the machine. Unavoidable, doing so requires previous draining of
the test rig. The interface between the two casing parts is sealed with a circumferential packing.
To align the two parts, the POM side is equipped with a circumferential tongue and the PIV
hub with the corresponding circumferential groove. This enables to rotate the hub freely around
the axis of rotation, granting optical access to different measurement positions along θ. Due to
feasibility and cost, the material of choice regarding the necessary optical access through the
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(a) POM Basis with milled side channel, shaft
and circumferential labyrinth sealing.
(b) Acrylic hub with labyrinth sealing visible
in orange.
Figure 3.3: Basis and hub of the RFP.
hub was Plexiglas. First test showed that fixating the two parts with screw clamps was slightly
deforming the hub leading to leakage, as well as rubbing between impeller and hub. This could
be compensated by putting an additional steel ring on top of the hub, enabling to distribute
the contact pressure between the two casing parts more equally. Both parts are also equipped
with a double labyrinth sealing at the inner rim of the side channel in form of bent aluminum
bands. In case of the acrylic hub, those bands are additionally pasted with a thin orange foil to
minimize the blooming effect of the laser when hitting reflective surfaces. To seal the inlet from
the outlet, the side channels do not span continuously along the circumference, but are rather
separated by 30° at their smallest distance. This area is called a ”stripper”. It assures, that for
the impeller with 24 blades at least one blade channel with its two associated blades separates
in- and outlet all the time. To minimize losses at the transition from in- and outlet into the
side channel, the sharp entry edges were rounded with a radius of 10mm. All gaps within the
machine were planned with 0.3mm, with an assumed manufacturing tolerance of 0.05mm. Due
to constructional limitations it was not possible to align both casing parts perfectly symmetrical.
The POM side was turned 53° out of position in direction of θ (as can be seen in Figure 3.3a,
the splitter is turned to the right, instead of pointing directly upwards, as it is the case for the
PIV side). However, it was assumed that due to the small pressure difference on both sides
of the impeller, the very small gap between impeller and side channel and the huge velocity
gradient to the opposite (axial) direction into the side channel, this difference can be neglected.
The assembled, drained machine in total is given with Figure 3.4a. Main reason for using POM
is its matt, black surface. As light scatter is an unavoidable Problem of PIV measurements,
non-reflecting surfaces are of great importance to optimize the results. Preliminary studies
showed smaller reflections when using POM compared to coated or painted metal. In addition,
tolerances could be smaller as no further anti reflection treatment such as coating or painting
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(a) Assembled RFP; drained; Cross-shaped
flow straightener visible within the outlet.
(b) Impeller (24 blades) mounted on POM Ba-
sis; Circumferential blade offset visible.
Figure 3.4: Detailed assembled views of the RFP.
has to be taken into account. Downside of POM is its relatively high thermal expansion and the
very low thermal conductivity compared to a standard housing material like aluminum or steel.
In a first version, angular bearings for the RFP shaft were integrated into the POM casing itself.
However, testing showed that this lead to temperature problems, as friction heat was unable to
dissipate and bearing temperatures reached 70°C − 80°C easily, therefore softened the POM
casing. In the final version, this was avoided by using an external adjusted tandem-O bearing
arrangement outside of the machine. This external bearing prevents temperature problems
completely and is also less susceptible to vibration. As a side effect the now obsolete angular
bearings could be replaced by two packings, sealing the machine completely even at low rpm.
Impeller
The impeller has a double-flow design as well. Two identical blade patterns are separated by a
circular disc with a thickness of 4mm as can be seen in Figure 3.4b. Out of geometric simplicity,
as well as there are intentions to measure within the blade channel in future projects, a straight
radial blade configuration was chosen. As the receiving counterpart to the labyrinth packing
from the casing, a circumferential groove of 10mm depth and 5mm width is milled into the hub
at a radius of 50mm. The first impeller with 24 blades was milled from a solid POM block.
Due to a mistake during calibration of the milling machine, the impeller was not completely
symmetrical, but had a small rotary shift (4mm or 2.3°) regarding the angular distribution of
the blades on both sides of the impeller. The resulting misalignment of the blade positions
on each side of the impeller can be seen in Figure 3.4b. Later on, two additional impellers
with 20, as well as 28 blades were manufactured. However, as rapid prototyping (RP) methods
advanced quickly, those could be 3D-printed out of ”FullCure870” (photopolymer resin) from
”Objet”. As ”FullCure870” itself is grayish, with a matt surface finish, reflections were slightly
more disturbing as in case of POM, however could still be considered minor. Against previous
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assumptions, there were no problems regarding structural durability or surface roughness. Both
RP impellers had no misalignment of the blades.
3.1.2 Test Rig and Auxiliary Systems
To analyze the RFP by means of common integral values and to be able to adjust different
operating points along the characteristic curve of the machine, the RFP was integrated into a
closed-loop test rig. The corresponding hydraulic scheme is presented with Figure 3.5.
rpm
Torque
Clutch
Surge tank
Throttles RFP
Shut-off valve
Cushioning
tank
Bypass
Throttle Throttle
Auxiliary pump
Filter
(opt.)
Phase angle
M
Bearing
Motor
Figure 3.5: Hydraulic scheme of the test rig.
A complete loop cycle following flow direction through the test rig is given in the following
starting at the RFP: A power train, consisting of a drive unit and a torque meter is mechanically
connected to the RFP shaft via a safety clutch to prevent damage in case of over-operation. The
drive unit is controlled via a frequency inverter. As additional information, the torque meter
also measures speed and rotation angle (indicated as one unit by dotted lines). The RFP shaft is
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bedded in an adjusted tandem-O bearing arrangement outside the machine. The power train in
whole is mounted on a rail system with each component bedded on a separate support structure.
This enables to align the shaft bit by bit to minimize friction losses within the bearings and
seals as well as positioning the impeller within the casing without contact. The two flow sides of
the RFP are completely separated regarding their connection to the test rig. The static pressure
rise of the PIV-side is measured via wall mounted probes at the in- and outlet of the machine.
To illustrate this furthermore, Figure 3.6 is introduced:
290 56
110435
Flow straightener
Discharge side probe
Suction side probe
Figure 3.6: Position of the pressure probes in [mm].
Static wall pressure probes designed as a clamp with four equidistant holes to average over the
circumference are installed at the marked positions. A cross-shaped flow straightener made of
steel with a thickness of 1mm and a length of 110mm is insert at the discharge side to convert
the circumferential component of the flow (The necessity to do so can be seen in Figure 3.7,
showing the discharge side of the machine without straightener. Visualization is realized by
adding a small amount of air to the flow. The strong circumferential component is clearly
visible). To avoid flow disturbance, the total length of the in- as well as outlet zone on the
PIV-side is 20 ∗ Dnom, realized by straight acrylic tubes. Afterwards both flows are merged.
Via a throttle valve the combined flow enters a cushioning tank. Said throttle valve is used
to generate pressure loss to operate the RFP in part load mode. Additionally, the throttle
serves as a shut-off valve as well. Together with the second shut-off valve on the suction side
of the RFP it isolates the main test rig against the RFP. This enables to drain the RFP for
(a) Part load mode. (b) Overload mode.
Figure 3.7: Discharge side swirl flow due to missing straightener, visualized by trapped air.
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maintenance or calibration reasons, while the main test rig stays flooded. After the cushioning
tank, an auxiliary unit, consisting of a pump with parallel bypass, a throttle valve and a surge
tank is installed. This common auxiliary unit in a close loop test rig enables to operate the
pump under test in every operating point along the characteristic curve. The surge tank enables
to outgas the test rig, as well as to pre-pressurize the test rig in total. During experiments it
was determined, that it was more beneficial to regulate pressure losses with the throttle valve
before the cushioning tank instead of the throttle valve of the auxiliary unit. This was due
to occurring cavitation on the RFP. To measure the total volume flow Qtot, an inductive flow
meter with an inlet zone of 10 ∗DNom and an outlet zone of 5 ∗DNom is installed after the surge
tank. For maintenance purposes, the flow meter can be exchanged with a filter system. This
is necessary to get rid of undesired foreign matter such as rust or conglomeration of seeding.
During measurement however, the flow meter is installed regular. After the shut-off valve flow is
separated into two lines. Although efforts had been made to construct both lines symmetrical to
have identical pressure loss, first experiments showed slight differences. To overcome this, both
lines are equipped with a throttle valve as well as a vortex flow meter (inlet zone: 15 ∗DNom,
outlet zone: 5 ∗DNom). This enables to balance both flows before each measurement.
3.2 PIV: Experimental Procedure
A quite common way to measure velocity distributions is particle image velocimetry (PIV). The
biggest advantage of this technique is the ability to gather simultaneous flow field information
for a desired region of interest at a wide spread of measurement frequencies (depending on the
used system). As this technique nowadays is quite common and widely-used in industrial as
well as academic research and in order not to go beyond the scope of this work, the method
itself is considered known and only the used parameters will be given (For further information,
it shall be referred to the reference book for PIV applications: Raffel et al. [60]).
3.2.1 Setup
Basic PIV Setup specifications are given with Table 3.3.
Laser wavelength 527 nm
Camera resolution 1008*1024 pixel
Frame rate 4000 fps
PIV Measurement Frequency 2000 Hz
Mean seeding particle diameter 20 µm
Stereo viewing angle 65°
Light sheet area 120*55 mm
PIV Snapshots per measurement 2771
Table 3.3: PIV Setup Summary
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For flow illumination, a dual oscillator/single head, diode pumped Nd:YLF laser ”Darwin Duo”
from ”Quantronix”, was used. Two high speed cameras, ”Photron FASTCAM SA4”, with a
1008∗1024 pixel resolution at 4000fps (Thus leading to a PIV measurement frequency of 2000Hz
due to the double frame recording) and the corresponding ”Photron FASTCAM Viewer” software
were used for recording. The cameras were equipped with two ”Canon” EF 85mm f/1.8 USM
lenses each mounted on Scheimpflug tilt adapters with automated EOS Rings from ”ILA GmbH”.
The crucial timing between the Laser and the cameras was realized using a Synchronizer from
”ILA GmbH” as well. Seeding of the fluid was done using 20µm polyamide Particles. The Stereo
PIV System was set up in a standard Forward/Backward scattered configuration, with an angle
of 65° and a distance of 277mm between both cameras as shown in Figure 3.8a (Reference point
for the distances is the assumed optical mean position of the lenses).
(a) Positions of the HS-SPIV Components.
r
z
 
in
out
(b) Close up of the acrylic hub. PIV Measurement
Area marked in red; Flow direction and coordinate
system is indicated.
Figure 3.8: PIV Setup.
The light sheet spans an area of approximately 120 ∗ 55mm, while the distance to the camera
normal is 333mm. Scheimpflug angle is indicated but not specified, as it was adapted after
every calibration. Range was in between 7° − 10°. Figure 3.8b shows the illuminated hub
during measurement. Flow direction through the machine, and the chosen coordinate system are
indicated. The fluid enters the machine at the upper right corner and is circularly transported
along θ through the side channel covering a total of 270° up to the outlet (This defines the
main flow). z defines the axial coordinate, while r and θ are the radial and circumferential
coordinates, respectively. Note that in- and outlet are separated by a stripper (hatched area),
with its center being used as the origin for the θ coordinate. The rotation axis defines the
origin for r, while the axial tip of the blades defines the origin for z. The light sheet of the laser
enters the acrylic casing from the left and illuminates the area marked in red. Although the
hub itself is indirectly illuminated due to reflections and seems to glow constantly due to the
Laser double pulse repetition rate of 2000Hz, it was possible to minimize disturbance by means
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of masking, both physically by foil and later on in the post-processing process. At its widest
point, the measured area covers approximately 70°, starting from θ = 190° up to θ = 260°, all
with respect to the stripper. Within this regime, the flow is considered developed (see Chapter
2), as influences of both, in- and outlet should be minimal.
2 mm
6 mm
14 mm
18 mm
z
r
(a) Sectional view through the rotation axes of the
machine with indicated measurement planes and
circulation flow.
(b) Close up of the mounted calibration target
during light sheet alignment for the 4mm plane;
Partly flooded.
Figure 3.9: Measurement planes and calibration.
To understand the development of the axial flow through the side channel, five planes at different
axial positions were measured (indicated together with the circulation flow in Figure 3.9a). As
the calibration process of a HS-SPIV system is the most important factor regarding accuracy
of the measurement, this was done according to a strict procedure to assure reproducibility:
To calibrate the system, a 2mm checkered pattern target is mounted onto the impeller with
distance of the surface to the blade tip according to the desired measurement plane. Afterwards,
the RFP is reassembled, flooded and the light sheet of the laser is adjusted to the target surface
to assure position and angle (as can be seen in Figure 3.9b). Cameras are set up accordingly,
realigned slightly each time to maximize the resulting ROI. Afterwards the machine is drained
again, disassembled and the target is removed. Ultimately, after reassembling again, the whole
test rig is flooded and considered fully calibrated. After every series of measurement (One
series is defined as the measurement of the same single plane for six different OPs along the
characteristic curve, which takes several hours) calibration was done again without readjusting
the system to assure position preservation. In case of strong differences between the calibration
before and after, the whole measurement series of the current plane had to be rerun, as it could
be assumed that the system was moved and therefore the calibration becomes invalid. Although
one measurement with 2771 image pairs takes only 1.4 seconds to record, the subsequent transfer
of the raw images from the cameras to the computer takes more than 30 minutes, explaining
the high temporal expenditure.
3.2.2 Postprocessing
Being an optical measurement technique, PIV is known to produce big amounts of data. As the
whole campaign covered three impellers, each measured for six different operating points and
five different planes, a total of 90 measurements was done, each consisting of 12 Gigabytes of
Raw-data. It becomes obvious that to handle this amount of data, an efficient post-processing
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is absolutely necessary. Post-processing itself was split up into two successive steps using two
software tools. First the raw image data was converted into gridded flow field information
consisting of three- component velocity information for each grid point using a commercial
software. Afterwards this flow field data was further process by means of a technical programming
language (Neither the configuration of the PIV software, nor the MATLAB code will be described
in detail, as this would be beyond the scope of this work. However, important parameters will be
pointed out in the following, to provide the necessary information for reproducibility. In-depth
information onto this parameters can be found in Raffel et al. [60]).
Flow field conversion
Analysis of the Raw-data was done using ”PIVTEC’s PIV software bundle Version 3.5.9.1”. For
each series of measurement a ”master” configuration file was generated and afterwards adapted
to each measurement by taking OP specific parameters (such as pulse distance or average
background) into account. The ”master” configuration file was generated according to the
following scheme: In a mapping process (using ”PIVmap3”), the single- plane calibration images
were used to estimate the position of the cameras using an advanced tsai model (Although
SPIV calibration accuracy can be increased using a multiple plane calibration, out of reasons
of feasibility this was impossible for the project). Based on the model, the raw images can be
dewarped. This straightens out the deformed raw images into their real rectangular form. To
review the correct alignment, the dewarped calibration images of each camera are overlayed
and adapted in transparency and brightness for better readability. The result is a combined
image composed of the two dewarped calibration images. Two of those combined images are
exemplary shown with Figure 3.10 for the 10mm plane. One was taken before, the other one
after a series of measurement.
(a) Calibration 1 (Before Measurement). (b) Calibration 2 (After Measurement).
Figure 3.10: Exemplary Overlay of the dewarped calibration images for the measurement series
of the 10mm plane.
It is visible that for both cases the dewarped checkered pattern from both perspectives within
each image align in good agreement. The fact that each image actually is a combined image
can be seen by the left screw head. Being slightly above the measurement plane, each camera
sees it from the opposite direction. Combination results in a blurry, stretched image of the
screw head. Same is true for the right screw head as well, however the effect nearly vanishes,
due to the dark shadow while additional strongly reflecting at the same time. Comparing both
images enables to evaluate the long term stability (therefore accuracy) of the measurement. As
a complete series of measurement with a duration of roughly five hours lies between the two
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images and additionally multiple dis- and reassemble cycles of the RFP had been done, the
similarity is still within a reasonable deviation (Keep in mind, that the distance between two
lines is only 2mm). The second image seems more blurry; some of the lines appearing twice,
especially around the origin and the outer rim. However, the overall agreement between the
two grids is considered good enough to state the calibration more or less stable over time. As a
second test, the estimated camera position purely generated from the raw images were compared
to the physically measured ones. The calibration was considered valid, if both criteria were
matched within reasonable margins (Less than 0.5 mm).
Using the obtained mapping, the raw image data is converted to flow fields via ”PIVview3C”.
As the light sheet is aligned manually with the surface of the target, this bears the possibility
of adjustment errors. To compensate this, a ”disparity correction” is applied. This methods
has its limits, therefore the prior adjustment process has to done properly. To suppress steady
distortions, the average background image for each camera is subtracted. In addition, masking is
applied to regions of questionable or no flow information. The resulting usable image size after
dewarping was around 950∗ 460px. With a conversion length of 8.1− 8.3px/mm this results in a
flow field area of 115∗54mm with 117 horizontal and 56 vertical nodes. The actual PIV algorithm
is set up as a ”Multi-grid interrogation” with an initial sampling window of 96 ∗ 96px and an
overlap of 50% resulting in a final window size of 16 ∗ 16px. To improve accuracy, a multiple
correlation (3x) scheme, as well as sub-pixel interpolation is applied. Spacial filtering for each
flow field is done by only using a strict dynamic mean test (2 ∗ average velocity± 1 ∗ variance).
This resulted in an average of around 0.5% invalid vectors per flow field. Nearly all of them
could be replaced by their second highest correlation peak. In the present work, pulse distance
had to be kept stable at 100µs for all OPs due to limitations in the early post processing method
(This was done as a compromise, as it was known, that a pulse distance adaption would have
improved the results. However, later experiments with an adapted pulse distance showed only
minor improvement).
Further data processing
To do statistical analysis, as well as to present the results graphically, an extensive frame-work
has been programmed using the technical programming language ”MATLAB”. Basis of this
post processing were the result files from the PIVview3C process, providing gridded data. It
is known, that PIV is susceptible to errors in case of occurring noise or artifacts. While noise
in general can’t be specified, artifacts can have multiple sources. Most sources of artifacts,
such as blooming effects of agglutinated seeding particles or foreign matter, as well as intensity
fluctuation of reflections are covered by the dynamic mean filter explained above. However, some
sources had to be specially treated, others are of the more general type. One specific problem is
false correlations near walls and as a consequence false gradients to the nearest neighbors. To
overcome this, each node was tested against its next neighbors. In case an edge node with a
suspicious gradient was detected, it was filtered. In general, this leads to a filtering of all outer
border nodes, further minimizing the measured area, but fortifying the measurement certainty.
A huge benefit of high speed PIV is the high temporal resolution. This allows additional filtering.
As the fluctuation of the observed flow phenomena is not expected to be in the same order of
magnitude as the measurement frequency, two different filters were implemented. Either a global
mean filter (2 ∗ average velocity ± 1.5 ∗ standard deviation) or a simple temporal smoothing
using a moving average filter were tested on every spacial point of the flow field. However, less
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than 0.1 % were filtered and interpolated. As this amount of outliers was negligible, in the end
the filter was not used. Yet, this filtering is still considered to be important in case of more
noisy data (A more detailed and sophisticated view on the topic of temporal filtering and the
corresponding problems can by found in [61]). Ultimately, a total of around 3000 valid nodes,
each containing all three velocity components were available for further analyses.
3.3 Integral Operational Data Measurement
To measure the integral operational data of the RFP, common instrumentation has been installed
(from here on, said instrumentation is referred to as ”Common integral operational data” (COD)
measurement). Table 3.4 gives an overview of the used instrumentation, while a connection
scheme of the measurement instrumentation is presented with Figure 3.11.
Drive unit Asynchronous motor; SIEMENS; 1LA7106-4AA10
Torque meter Contact-less torque sensor; LORENZ; DR-2212-R
Pressure sensor Differential pressure manometer; Hottinger Baldwin; PD1
Volume flow QTot Inductive flowmeter; Endress+Hauser; Promag 50W
Volume flow QPIV,POM Vortex flowmeter; Endress+Hauser; Prowirl 77
Data acquisition hardware Multifunction DAQ; National Instruments; NI-USB-6211
Data acquisition software Engineering development environment; National Instru-
ments; LabView 2014
Auxiliary pump Radial Pump; KSB; Etanorm G 065-125 G10
Table 3.4: Measurement and operation instrumentation.
All instruments are connected to a data acquisition (DAQ) hardware (NI-USB-6211) using analog
inputs, therefore ±10V . The flow meters are connected directly, while the rest is connected via
according auxiliary converters. Ambient temperature is measured to take density variation into
account. As the pressure probe is know to be temperature sensitive, it is enclosed by an isolation
box with an additional temperature sensor inside to be able to compensate potential temperature
drift of the pressure sensor. To minimize disturbance due to vibrations, the box is decoupled
from the test rig. Output of the torque meter consist of two separate signals: nominal torque of
±10Nm results in analog ±10V signal with the sign according to turning direction. Furthermore
the rotation angle is given as a TTL signal with an edge change every single degree. The DAQ
hardware is directly connected to a PC running ”LabVIEW 2014” from National Instruments.
A set of test rig specific programmed ”Virtual Instruments” builds the framework for the data
logging. For reasons of reproducibility, data was logged in raw voltage values and later on
further processed in MATLAB. To be able to capture instationary phenomena, measurement
repetition rate was maxed out for every single instrumentation separately. However, only the
torque sensor was known to be fast enough to keep up with the 2000 Hz of the PIV System.
Two different measuring task have to be considered. As they differ a lot regarding observation
period, sample rates have to be adapted as well: Long term observation is done to measure
the characteristic as well as the efficiency curve of the pump using common methods. Every
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Measuring ampli er
HBM KWS 3073
Voltage transformer
Multifunction DAQ; National Instruments; NI-USB-6211
PC with LabVIEW 2014
Galvanic Isolator
Power supply
Measuring transducer
Titec MIG/MUG
Endress+Hauser
Promag 50W
Endress+Hauser
Prowirl 77
Hottinger Baldwin
PD1
Titec
PT-1000
Lorenz
DR-2212-R
Figure 3.11: Connection scheme of the measurement instrumentation.
operating point is observed for 24 seconds at a sample rate of 1000 Hz to gather statistical
significant data. To read out all channels equally, aside from the torque meter, every other
sensor system is over-sampled. However, due to internal dampening of the sensors, this has no
negative effect on the measurement but gives the great benefit of synchronous data logging on
every channel. The second task is to measure during a PIV Measurement series. As the duration
of a PIV measurement is only 1.4 seconds, the DAQ has to by adapted. Synchronization of the
PIV System and the DAQ System was crucial, therefore an iterative process was necessary. Best
results were achieved by splitting the measurement process into two parts: The synchronizer
puts the laser system on standby and gives a trigger signal to LabVIEW. Through this, a 4
second ”Pre-PIV-Measurement” is initiated with a sample rate of 20.000 Hz to assure magnitude
and stability of the current operating point. Afterwards, without gap, a second 20.000 Hz
measurement is initiated lasting 4 seconds as well, while triggering the PIV measurement
through the synchronizer with precisely one second delay. This way, the summed 8 seconds of
measurement assure that the correct operating point was measured, as well as time synchronous
common data value to the PIV measurement does exist.
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Chapter 4
Data Validation
”A theory is something nobody believes, except the person who made it. An experiment is
something everybody believes, except the person who made it.” (Albert Einstein)
This well-known quote stands exemplary for one of the biggest problems regarding measurements:
Except when broken, sensor systems always generate data; Digital meters show numbers, DAQ
measures voltage and PIV results in colorful pictures. If one is aware of this, the most crucial
part after gathering the data, is to estimate the accuracy of the measurements. This chapter
handles the methods used to validate the data, as well as giving error estimations where possible.
4.1 Integral Values
A detailed description of the common integral value measurement systems, as well as estimations
of the error propagation of the used test rig is described in [74].
In general, a measurement result is a statistical distribution of measurement values. A signal
observed long enough with a significant amount of data and the assumption of no further
influence will show a Gaussian normal distribution. The characteristics of this distribution for
N discrete information of xn can be described with two values:
The arithmetic mean, as defined by:
µ = x¯ =
1
N
N∑
n=1
xn (4.1)
and the standard deviation as defined by:
σ =
√√√√ 1
N − 1
N∑
n=1
(xn − x¯)2. (4.2)
In technical practice those values are used to express the likelihood of a measured value. A
proven method is the ”2σ criteria”: It states that a value lies within the interval of µ±2∗σ with
a confidence level of over 95%. To ensure correctness of these values, an uncertainty estimation
has to be made. Measurement uncertainty can be split up in two different categories: statistical
and systematic ones (see Gerthsen [62]).
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Statistical uncertainty
Statistical uncertainty occurs due to random fluctuation of the measurement instrument as well
as due to the experimenter. These uncertainties are uncorrelated with previous measurements
and of stochastic nature. As stated above, they are taken into account by σ as all measured
signals could be assumed to be Gaussian normal distributed (which will be explained later in
this chapter).
Systematic uncertainty
Systematic uncertainties can not be handled according to a scheme. Elimination of these
uncertainties is not trivial, but strongly depending on diligence and experience of the experimenter.
Error sources which are known and not avoidable by the given means have to be qualitative
analyzed and estimated accordingly. To estimate the systematic uncertainty, four sources were
identified, with their values given with table 4.1 and which will be explained afterwards. As the
total measurement uncertainty is strongly depending on the current OP, no value for a total
measurement uncertainty is given, but rather calculated for each OP individually.
Sensor Given Error ZPF Temp.-dep. Calib.-error
Qtot 0, 5[%] o.r 10[mV ] - -
QPIV 0, 75[%] o.r. 12[mV ] - 1[%]
QPOM 0, 75[%] o.r. 10[mV ] - 1[%]
Δp 1[%] f.s. 20[mV ] 14[mV/K] see WCC
M 1[%] f.s. 10[mV ] 1[%] 1[%]
WCC - - - Reading error: 0.5[%]
TPP / Tamb - 20[mV ] - -
Table 4.1: Estimated measurement uncertainties.
Given Error (GE)
The measurement error of the instrument according to the manufacturer. ”o.r.” stands for ”of
reading” and refers to the current value; therefore is a relative value. ”f.s.” stands for ”full scale”
and refers to the maximum measurement range of the sensor, therefore is an absolute value.
Zero point fluctuation (ZPF)
The fluctuation of the electric signal of the unloaded sensor. In a long term observation (100
hours), the zero point fluctuation of each sensor was observed with no observable drift but a
Gaussian distribution. The uncertainty for each sensor was therefore stated according to the
before mentioned ”2σ criteria”.
Temperature dependency (Temp.-dep.)
The measurement uncertainty is caused by temperature variation. Due to their functional
principle, the signal of the pressure as well as the torque sensor varies according to the ambient
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temperature. Fluctuations due to the day and night cycle during the long term observation
showed a clear linear dependency for the pressure sensor, which therefore could be formulated
and afterwards compensated. The effect for the torque sensor was to small to be statistically
significant during the long term observation, therefore the manufacturers uncertainty was used.
Calibration error (Calib.-error)
The most common error in experimental work occurs (as the name suggest) during calibration
of a sensor and the appendant auxiliary systems. Therefore calibration of each sensor itself is
described in-detail in the following section:
The inductive volume flow meter (Qtot) was considered calibrated, as this had been done in a
preliminary study on the same test rig and couldn’t be repeated with reasonable effort (Therefore
no calibration error was assumed and only the given error according to the manufacturer was
taken into account). Furthermore, as each vortex flow meter (QPIV&QPOM) was calibrated
on basis of the inductive flow meter, no calibration error was assumed as well. However, to
ensure that the total volume flow was distributed equally to both lines, the flow through the
PIV-side had to be regulated manually on basis of the vortex flow meter (QPIV ) for each OP
independently. Although the vortex flow meters showed reasonable quantitative values after
calibration, a total uncertainty of 1% was estimated for the volume flow to take the possible
unbalance between the lines into account, as the final value for the volume flow through each
line was defined as Qtot/2 as measured by the inductive flow meter.
The pressure probe was calibrated before and after every measurement via a parallel connected
water column cascade (WCC) to assure correct values. The cascade provided a maximum total
of 4.5m of pressure head. Although metering was possible in steps of 0.5mm, to take personal
bias in reading into account, a conservative uncertainty of 0.5% was assumed.
The torque meter was calibrated with a 0.5m lever arm and corresponding weight in steps of
100g leading to a linear dependency. Conversion into torque was done using the gravitation
constant of 9.81 m/s2. Unfortunately, due to the multiple dis- and reassembling in combination
with the very small gaps between impeller and casing, it was necessary to slightly realign impeller
and shaft before every series of measurement. As this influences the idling torque of the system,
a calibration error of 1% was estimated.
The temperature sensor was calibrated in a preliminary study as well. Therefore no calibration
error was assumed.
Uncertainty propagation
Ultimately, all uncertainties are combined to take error propagation into account. The absolute
uncertainty of each combined value (Δyj) is calculated according to the Gaussian law of error
propagation given with equation 4.3.
Δyj =
√√√√∑
sk
(
δf
δsk
)2
σ2k (4.3)
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In general, the instantaneous resulting value yj of a combined parameter j (Total head, volume
flow, torque) is a function of multiple measurands (sensor systems) (s1, s2, ...sk). Therefore:
yj = f(s1, s2, ...sk) defines all measurands related to the combined parameter. Functional
dependency for the three resulting values of interest are defined as follows:
Volume flow is only a function of the general error, as well as the zero point fluctuation of the
sensor itself; no additional influence:
yQ = f
(
(GE + ZPF )Sensor
)
Total head is a function of all three parameters of the sensor itself. As the pressure sensor
has a temperature dependency which is compensated, the influence of the temperature sensor
has to be taken into account as well. Last influence is the uncertainty component due to WCC
calibration:
yHtot = f
(
(GE + ZPF + Temp.−dep.)Sensor, (ZPF )Temperature, (Calib.−error)WCC
)
Torque is a function of all influence values of the sensor. Due to the temperature compensation
depending on temperature as well:
yM = f
(
(GE + ZPF + Temp.−dep.+ Calib.−error)Sensor, (ZPF )Temperature
)
Once combined, the two resulting total uncertainties in both directions (i.e. ΔyHtot&ΔyQ) can be
shown for each OP individually. To explain how this is done in the upcoming chapter, Figure 4.1
is introduced. It shows the characteristic curve in absolute values for an arbitrary measurement
series for the 24 blades impeller at 500 rpm. Measurement time for each OP was 15s with a
sample rate of 1000Hz and was triggered when the OP was considered stable. The arithmetic
mean of each OP is shown as a blue line, while all measured values pairs are shown as blue dots.
The measurement uncertainty for each OP is indicated by a magenta rectangle, with the height
being defined by the uncertainty of the ordinate variable (here: ΔyHtot) and the width being
the uncertainty of the volume flow. The vector addition of the maximum uncertainties in both
directions for each OP (the worst case) are connected by a dotted magenta line. Therefore the
physical correct value of each OP lies within the band of the two dotted lines. It can be assumed
that this is also the case for any OP in between. There is a visible tendency that the uncertainty
in part load is dominated by the influence of the pressure senor, while being more influenced
by the volume flow meter in overload. This is due to the relative uncertainty dependency of
most sensors: Higher values lead to higher uncertainties. The position of the OPs during a PIV
measurement series are marked with red circles. To emphasize the statement that each signal
was Gaussian normal distributed, four histograms are given. They show the distribution of the
total head, as well as the volume flow for the nearest points (green circles) to the two most
extreme OPs of each PIV measurement series (OP1 & OP6). The distribution itself is shown
as a bar plot, while the according normal distribution as well as the ”2σ criteria” are given in
blue. The area of measurement uncertainty is bordered with the two magenta lines and the
mean value is given as a black line. As all ”2σ criteria” areas are wider than the measurement
uncertainties areas, it can be assumed that for both OPs the distribution of the values is related
to fluctuation of the fluid.
To sum it up, it can be stated that due to the apparent normal distribution of measurement
values for each OP, the OP itself can be expressed by its arithmetic mean value. However, the
real physical value lies in between the interval of the uncertainties.
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Figure 4.1: Characteristic curve for 24 blades at 500 rpm. Total Head and volume flow rate
histograms for the OPs marked with green circles shown below.
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4.2 Measurement system coupling
As explained in the previous chapter, high resolution temporal synchronization of two separate
measurement systems is not trivial. A special challenge was the allocation of the phase angle to
every single PIV Snapshot. The used PIV System, most important the synchronizer from ILA
GmbH (which is specially designed to handle such extremely short switching delays with its
5 ns resolution), is very stable regarding frequency fluctuation. Therefore it could be assumed
that the measurement frequency was fixed throughout the whole measurement, thus allocating
a time-stamp to every PIV Snapshot according to the frequency of 2000 Hz was possible. In
case of LABview and its sequential input readout, it was more challenging to allocate multiple
signals measured at a high sampling rate to the same time-stamp with the necessary precision.
In an iterative design process([75]), which benefited from earlier work ([73]), it was possible to
achieve this despite a crucial trigger circuit design disadvantage: only one single pulse started
both systems at the same time, while no additional synchronous event happened afterwards. To
assure synchronous time-stamps on both systems, it has been proven advantageous to trigger
LABview one second before the actual measurement through the synchronizer (Although in
theory a ”zero-delay” should have been possible as well, reality during experiment showed
asynchronous or non-uniform time-stamps as well as missing PIV data). This one second of
synchronized ”pre-measurement ready state” enables both systems to ”even out” separately. In
case of the PIV System, this means synchronization of both Laser cavities and the according
Q-Switches. In case of LABview this means preallocation of memory and synchronization of
readout channels and time-stamp.
Another challenge laid in the mechanism of time-resolved PIV measurement itself: It is triggered
only once, then starts recording with a fix measurement frequency and ends when the available
data storage of the cameras is full. As continuously recorded data was of the essence, no
phase-triggered time-resolved recording was possible. With the PIV measurement frequency of
2000 Hz, the speed of the machine set to 500 rpm and with the impeller having 24 blades, this
would results in exactly 10 distinct measured flow fields per blade passage at 10 distinct phase
angles. Figure 4.2 clarifies this for the M6 (PL) measurement data for the 2mm plane.
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Figure 4.2: Rpm evolution and phase angle distribution for M6 (PL).
On the left hand side, the fluctuation of speed during a measurement is shown. The right hand
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side shows the resulting phase angle distribution of every PIV Snapshot. As the average speed
during measurement is very close to 500 rpm the ratio between blade passing frequency and
PIV measurement frequency is in whole numbers, thus resulting only in distinct phase angles
with a spread of only around 0.5°. It is obvious to see that a phase averaging is clearly possible.
However, as the frequency converter which was feeding the motor wasn’t adapted during a
measurement cycle through all OPs, the desired speed of 500 rpm was not constant for all
OPs. In addition, random disturbances lead to fluctuations of the speed during measurement.
Therefore the speed differed about 5 rpm from OL to PL and measurement to measurement.
This resulted in different data sets for phase averaging regarding angular position distribution.
Figure 4.3 shows the M1 (OL) measurement data for the 2mm plane.
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Figure 4.3: Rpm evolution and phase angle distribution for M1 (OL).
Speed is around 495.5 rpm, which leads to a phase angle distribution as can be seen in on the
right hand side. A distinct allocation is not possible anymore. In this case phase averaging was
realized by discretizing all data into 10 phase angle ”blocks” similar to the ones for 500 rpm. The
spread of each phase angle inevitably therefore increased to 1.5°. To verify proper functionality of
the trigger system (and the connected proper handling of the aforementioned problems regarding
synchronicity of time-stamps) as well as to evaluate the usability of differing phase angle spread
the following method was used: All PIV raw data (therefore raw images) of one camera for the
first phase angle were combined to a single averaged image. The resulting brightness-adapted
average image out of 271 raw images is shown with Figure 4.4 for the aforementioned cases M1
and M6 of the 2mm plane.
Due to phase averaging, the actual position of the blades is clearly visible, while the particles
vanish into a mean value. Now a former problem can be used as an advantage: The unwanted,
but unavoidable reflection on the pressure side of each blade due to scattering effects of the
light sheet (recall that the laser enters from the left) can be used as position information. The
calculated position of the suction side of blade ”zero” according to the LABview time-stamp is
marked as a red line. It is clearly visible that for both cases the calculated, as well as real the
position match within a very small margin (less than 0.5°). In addition, the image also reveals
the effect of the different phase angle spreads: The small spread of 0.5° in PL results in a very
sharp image (recall that the image is combined out of 271 single images), while the spread of
1.5° in OL results in a slightly blurred image. Nonetheless, the images prove that synchronicity
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(a) M6: part-load; z=2mm. (b) M1: overload; z=2mm.
Figure 4.4: Mean phase average raw data for the 2mm plane with clearly visible reflections.
Calculated suction side position of the blade indicated by a red line.
of both systems is given, as well as that the different phase angle spreads are small enough to
do proper phase averaging within the margins of the given conditions. Validation is only shown
for OL and PL, but was done for the remaining OPs accordingly.
Axial limitations: As reflections diminish with increasing axial height of the light sheet, this
phase angle verification was only reliable for the 2&6mm plane. For the remaining planes
10− 18mm the blade angle positions can only be adumbrated (compare Figure 4.5). However,
as it could be verified for each OP in two planes, it was assumed for the remaining planes as
well. Nonetheless it would be theoretically possible that the circumferential starting position of
planes 10− 18mm could differ up to 5°. Correctness of proper phase averaging is not affected
by this issue.
(a) M3; z=14mm. (b) M3; z=18mm.
Figure 4.5: Mean phase average raw data for OP3 for different planes. Calculated suction side
position of the blade indicated by a red line.
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Chapter 5
Results: Integral operational data
Although the whole campaign covered three impellers (20,24,28 blades), the enormous time and
effort to post process the gathered PIV data made it impossible to consider all three within
the scope of this work. Therefore, the later PIV chapter will only focus on the impeller with
24 blades. However, as analyzing the ”Common integral operational data” (COD) was done
following a standardized scheme, it was possible to consider all three impellers. The following
chapter will describe the characteristic curves of the machine, regarding both, total head and
efficiency over volume flow rate.
5.1 Performance Characteristics
Up to this point, characteristics of the machine were presented in terms of descriptive dimensionful
units such as [m], [m3/h] or [Nm]. This enables to get a first glance on the parameters in game,
as well as a first impression of the dimensions in general. In case of fluid machinery however, it
is more common to use dimensionless units. This enables to quantitatively compare different
machines more easily. This is especially useful in the present case, as all impellers had the same
geometrical dimension and were operated within the same test rig and casing as well. Therefore
the only difference being the number of blades. The total head Htot as well as the volume flow
rate Q are made dimensionless by using characteristics of the impeller and are given by the
conventional most common dimensionless terms with Equations 5.1 & 5.2.
Head coefficient:
Ψ =
2Y
u2imp
=
2gHtot
ω2r2imp
=
2gHtot
(pinDimp)2
(5.1)
Flow coefficient:
φ =
csc
uimp
=
Q
pinDimpAsc
(5.2)
• Outer circumferential velocity of the impeller uimp ≈ 5[m/s].
• Diameter of the impeller Dimp = 0.2m.
• Side channel cross section area Asc = heightsc ∗ widthsc = 0.04m ∗ 0.02m = 0.8−3[m2].
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• Rotation speed of the machine n = 500rpm
∧≈ 8.33[1/s].
Efficiency is calculated according to equation 5.3.
Efficiency:
η =
Peff
PShaft ∗ 0.5 =
ρgQHtot
ωM ∗ 0.5 (5.3)
The effective hydraulic power (Peff [W ]) is depending on flow parameters, while shaft power
(Pshaft[W ]) depends on the measured torque. It is crucial to understand that all results are
given for a single flood (The PIV side). While volume flow, as well as pressure rise are directly
measured only for the single PIV flood, this is not the case for torque: It is measured directly at
the shaft, therefore in total for both floods. However, as it is assumed that both floods operate
equally, torque for a single flood is calculated by multiplying it with 0.5 (See 5.3).
5.1.1 Total head coefficient Ψ and efficiency η
To give an overview regarding reproducibility of the results, the dimensionless total head
coefficient Ψ as well as the efficiency η for the ”PIV-side” are shown over the flow coefficient φ
for all three impellers in Figures 5.1 (20 blades), 5.2 (24 blades) and 5.3 (28 blades).
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Figure 5.1: Dimensionless coefficient Impeller 20 blades.
Each figure contains all data from each run done with the specific impeller, thus resulting in an
overlay of all the measured characteristic curves. In addition, the uncertainty rectangle for each
OP is shown as well (Spreading between 0.16 < φ < 0.75). It can be seen, that for the head
coefficient the values overlap quite well within the margins of the measurement uncertainty, with
only few minor outliers. Therefore the results are considered reproducible. Regarding efficiency,
the results are wider spread. This is most probably due to the occasionally necessary realignment
of the shaft, which as stated before, can be assumed to be the strongest source of bias in torque
measurement. In addition, it is visible that the efficiency uncertainty is homogeneous along the
curve. This results from efficiency depending on all measured variables, therefore bearing the
highest uncertainty in general, as all uncertainties have to be taken into account according to
equation 4.3. It is visible that results are mostly within the uncertainty, with only a few minor
outliers as well. An exception is the impeller with 20 blades. Values differ apparently, especially
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Figure 5.2: Dimensionless coefficient Impeller 24 blades.
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Figure 5.3: Dimensionless coefficient Impeller 28 blades.
right of the BEP in overload. As there was no significant difference in comparison with the
other impellers regarding the measurement itself, it is assumed, that the spread has to result
from the impeller itself. However, as this work is mainly focusing on the impeller with 24 blades,
this is not examined in detail any further and a decent explanation can not be given.
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5.1.2 Impeller comparison
To be able to compare the different impellers quantitatively, the average dimensionless charac-
teristic curves (CCs) for the ”PIV-side” of all three impellers together with their uncertainties
are given with Figure 5.4. In a first approximation, all total head CCs show the steep, quasi
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Figure 5.4: Dimensionless characteristic curves (—) of all three impellers with their corresponding
uncertainties (- - -).
linear tendency as described in the early publications given in chapter 2. The same is true for
the efficiency as well. The ratio between efficiency and flow coefficient is nearly 1 for φ < 0.3 for
all impellers and from there on starts to differ. BEP of all three impellers is around φ = 0.48.
Although is seems that the impeller with 24 blades has the highest efficiency, this can not be
stated in general. Due to the wide measurement uncertainties, it would even be possible for
them to be in reversed order. In case of the total head, uncertainties are significantly smaller. It
is visible that while being quite similar in high overload mode, they start to differ with φ < 0.6.
Around their BEPs, 20 and 28 blades are still quite similar, but then start to differ as well.
Generally spoken: the 20 blades impeller generates the highest head, while the 28 blades
impeller the lowest. As the machine was designed for 24 blades (especially regarding the span
of the stripper) this is not as expected. However, regarding efficiency, the 24 blades impeller
reaches the highest values.
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Chapter 6
Results: PIV - Time averaged TA
The upcoming chapters aim to give a deeper insight into the complex flow behavior within
the side channel of the regenerative pump. Starting with common time averaged results, the
complexity increases via phase averaged results up to a more advanced approach of combining
both. One of the most common approaches in analyzing flow field information is to locally
average the given data over time (Time averaging). This gives a first impression on how the
flow is developing and therefore a deeper understanding of the occurring flow situation. The
campaign consists of six different Operating Points (OPs) ranging from Overload (OL) (OP1)
to Partload (PL) (OP6), with the best efficiency point (BEP) being close to OP4. All six OPs
were measured for each of the five planes [2,6,10,14,18 mm] (recall Figure 3.9a). As the 2 mm
plane is the closest to the impeller, this chapter focuses on said plane for different OPs. Later
on, different planes are discussed as well, however only for OP3. Due to uniformity, figures of
the flow field are presented similar. It is explained exemplary for Figure 6.1, but applies to all
following figures as well:
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Figure 6.1: Exemplary mean velocity components in the 2mm plane for OP4 (BEP).
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Selected Flow information is given as contour plot, with the colorbar indicating the levels. Zero
crossing of the contour variable is indicated by a dotted magenta line. On the lower left to the
colorbar, the plotted component is given. For comparability, components are normalized by the
mean side channel velocity, according to the current volume flow:
csc =
Q
Aside channel
(6.1)
This mean velocity is linked to the current operating point shown together with the characteristic
curve in the left lower corner. In-plane velocity distribution is given by planar streamlines, with
an overlying quiver plot to enable quantification (length and corresponding magnitude of a
reference vector are given on the upper left side of the colorbar). θ is defined in rotating direction
of the impeller (ω), therefore clockwise. The outer limits of the side channel are indicated
by thick black arcs. To clarify the positions within the flow field, geometrically characteristic
orientation lines along the circumference, as well as the radius are given by dashed gray lines
for distinct θ and r. On the upper left, an indicator shows the current plane. This schema
applies to all shown vector fields likewise. It is clearly visible that the measured area does not
cover the whole side channel. This is a common problem of Stereo-PIV and the corresponding
challenging optical access. Due to the complexity of the flow, missing areas are spared instead
of extrapolated, as this would be too speculative.
6.1 Mean Flow Fields ci(θ, r, z)
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show all three time averaged mean velocity components for all six measured
Operating Points in the 2 mm plane normalized by the mean side channel velocity csc (Eq.:6.1).
Time-averaged absolute velocity distribution ci(θ, r, z) (compare eq. 4.1) is calculated according
to:
ci(θ, r, z) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
ci(θ, r, z, tn) (6.2)
With N being the number of total samples (2771 snapshots) and ci being the current snapshot
composed out of all three velocity components i at time tn for the local point (θ, r, z).
As OP 1-3 are quite close to each other, the in-plane flow situation is similar regarding direction
and magnitude, with the streamlines tending to be less bended in case of higher volume flow.
For BEP (OP4), the streamlines are roughly parallel to the side channel walls and nearly have
a circular shape. In partload mode however, the flow situation drastically changes, showing a
more complex flow field. The circumferential velocity component (cu) increases near the outer
limit of the side channel, while even showing backflow for small radii. The axial component
(cax) shows similarities for all OPs, only changing magnitude with increasing pressure head.
Remarkable is the position of the outer zero-crossing, which seems to be stable for all OPs. The
radial component (cr) is very low for OP 1-4, while being quite complex for OP 5&6.
The averaged flow fields provide a good first insight to understand the flow situation in general
and its development. It is directly visible that different operating conditions have strong influence
on the resulting flow patterns. Showing rather intuitive, mass flow driven, homogeneous ones in
OL up to quite complex patterns in PL. It is remarkable to see that in PL mode even back-flow
occurs (One has to keep in mind, that the absolute in-plane velocity is drawn; therefore back-
flow occurs against the impellers sense of rotation as well as against the direction of the main
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Figure 6.2: TA flow fields c(θ, r, 2mm): OP1 to OP3.
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Figure 6.3: TA flow fields c(θ, r, 2mm): OP4 to OP6.
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flow). The diversity of patterns implicitly indicates the strong influence of the axial interaction
between impeller and side channel on the circumferential main flow. However, the complexity of
information makes it difficult to analyze distinct differences or compare quantitatively.
6.2 Radial Profiles
To be able to compare quantitatively, splines are extracted along different axes for dedicated
positions as indicated in Figure 6.4.
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(a) Radial cut with normalized axial measurement planes
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0.76
1
0°
200°
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InletOutlet
(b) Top-down view with indicated
circumferential positions
Figure 6.4: Position of the extracted splines
Characteristic length scales are normalized using specific machine dimensions: As can be seen
in Figure 6.4a, the radial extent is normalized with the outer impeller radius (rmax = 100mm),
leading to a side channel height between the inner (r = 60mm) and outer casing (r = 100mm) of
channel height : 0.6 < ch < 1. The circumferential extent is normalized using the side channel
length. This leads to a circumferential side channel length of 0 < cl < 1, as can be seen in
Figure 6.4b. The extracted splines are introduced with Figure 6.5.
It shows all three normalized velocity components extracted separately along the radius for all six
OPs and at two different circumferential positions [θ = 200°(cl = 0.57) and θ = 225°(cl = 0.67)]
(compare dashed gray lines in Figure 6.1). Zero-crossing of the ordinate is marked as a dashed
red line, the characteristic ratio ci/csc = ±1 as a dashed black line. To be able to easily compare
differences between the two circumferential positions θ, scaling for each velocity component is
fix. As magnitude differs significantly between the different components, a moderate moving
average filter with a width of 5% of the total data length was used to dampen outlier and
smooth tendencies for better readability (This applies to all following extracted velocity profiles;
the parameter of 5% has been iteratively chosen to prevent strong influence on the drawn
conclusions).
Normalized with the mean side channel velocity (csc), the circumferential velocity components
(cu) nearly overlap for OPs of high and medium volume flow (OP 1-4) for a wide range of the
channel spread (0.7 < ch < 0.85). Significant differences are only visible in PL (OP 5&6). In
general, cu/csc stays around 1 for most OPs and a wide range. Therefore csc as normalization for
the main driving force behing the volume flow through the channel (cu) is reasonable. Starting
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Figure 6.5: Radial profiles for different velocity components at different θ.
with ch > 0.85, the influence of the OP becomes clearly visible. The higher the pressure head,
the higher the circumferential velocity at the outer rim, with being strictly sorted according to
their corresponding volume flow. Although magnitude is nearly one order lower than the one of
cu, regarding tendency and sequence, the axial velocity profiles look similar to the circumferential
ones. Staying quite constant for a wide spread, they increase steeply around ch = 0.85 for all
OPs. The previous stated stable position of the zero-crossing now becomes more obvious when
regarding cax. As expected, the radial component cr only plays a minor role, however they are
not be neglected completely. For OP 1-4, centrifugal forces are dominating, pushing the fluid
outwards against the outer side channel wall (nearly all values are positive) up to a peak around
ch = 0.85, where they start to decelerating again. This is different for PL (OP 5&6), where
negative, or sign-switches are observable for small (ch < 0.75). This corresponds to the flow
patterns in Figure 6.3, which show back-flow and vortices.
Note: As the machine extends radially, regarding continuity of the circulation mass flow, it
would be more convenient (especially for the axial velocity component) to normalize the radial
extend with an area proportional to r2, thus the ratio of inner area to maximum area (Ar/Amax).
Therefore ch = 0.8 would mark the point where the axial flow cross sections on each side
are equal. However, as the side channel is rather distant to the rotating axe, differences are
small (the point of cross section equilibrium(Ar/Amax = 0.5) is at ch = 0.82). For the sake of
comprehensibility, it was therefore decided to take the linear normalization.
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6.3 Circumferential Profiles
To understand the development of the flow along the side channel, all three velocity components
are extracted separately along the circumference for all six OPs at two radial positions (ch =
0.8, 0.9) as shown in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Circumferential flow development along the side channel for different radii.
Besides in part load mode, once normalized with csc, the velocity profiles of cu tend to become
similar. All have a slight tendency to decrease along the side channel towards the outlet (in PL
with a superimposed fluctuation), while the axial velocities have the reverse tendency (Note
again, that the magnitude of cax is nearly one order lower than the one of cu for OPs 1-4, while
similar in PL). For smaller radii, the axial component is sorted in monotonic order. For ch = 0.9,
OPs 1-4 show not only the same trend, but are also around cu/csc = 1, while the corresponding
axial component cax is zero. This shows again, that the circumferential velocity is the dominant
component and is independent from the OP for medium and high volume flow, In addition it
clarifies that normalizing with csc minimizes OP influences. The behavior in PL is interesting.
As will be shown in the upcoming Section 6.4, the flow can be considered converged (observed
long enough to be statistically significant). This means, that the observable fluctuation along θ
in PL can be considered locally stable. Accordingly for the axial component cax as well. For
ch = 0.8, there is a constant backflow with no clearly visible trend. For ch = 0.9, which is close
to the zero-crossing, there is nearly no significant exchange. Magnitude of the radial component
cr is again lower in comparison. Fluctuations in PL are now also visible at the outer radius. In
general it can be observed, that for a wide spread of θ , besides in PL, tendencies are similar for
all three components.
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6.4 Standard deviation over magnitude σ/µ
The ratio σ/µ (θ, r, z) between the local standard deviation σ(θ, r, z) (Eq.:6.3) and the local
magnitude µ(θ, r, z) = |c|(θ, r, z) is a good indicator to identify the level of fluctuation within a
flow field. The local standard deviation (compare eq. 4.2) is defined as:
σ (θ, r, z) =
√√√√ 1
N − 1
N∑
n=1
[c(θ, r, z, tn)− c(θ, r, z)]2 (6.3)
With N being the number of total samples (2771 snapshots) and c being the current snapshot
composed out of all three velocity components at time tn for the local point (θ, r, z). c is the
local time-averaged velocity (compare eq. 6.2).
Divided by the local magnitude µ, this ratio is shown in Figure 6.7 for all six measured Operating
Points in the 2mm plane (Note the difference in scaling).
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Figure 6.7: Fluctuation level: σc
µ
OP1 to OP6 for z = 2mm.
Regarding magnitude, a tendency is clearly visible: With increasing pressure head, the bandwidth
of the ratio is increasing as well (therefore indicating stronger local fluctuations). In general,
it can be observed, that for OPs in OL, the ratio is rather strong near the hub, but smaller
within the side channel. With increasing pressure head, it becomes stronger within the side
channel, but smaller at the outer rim. This is as expected: As could be seen in the previous
section (compare Figures 6.5 & 6.6), the dominant component regarding the absolute velocity is
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cu. Therefore the high and stable volume flow through the whole side channel along θ in OL, is
the main influence on the ratio. Showing only small fluctuations, but great magnitudes, the
ratio is rather low throughout the side channel. Reaching PL, the interaction between impeller
and side channel intensifies, while the overall volume flow decreases; the flow is more and more
influenced by circulation mass flow. As a result the overall volume flow through the machine
has to evade to the area of larger radii, becoming stronger, with higher magnitudes and less
fluctuations, leading to the overall smaller ratio.
6.5 Statistical significance
As the flow field is highly dynamic and with a measurement time of only 1.4 s at a frequency
of 2000 Hz, it is necessary to assure that all relevant phenomena have been captured without
loosing important information. Only then the interpretation of the averaged data is valid. A
good estimator to ensure statistical significance, is the convergence of the aforementioned ratio
between the local relative standard deviation of the velocity magnitude and local magnitude
itself σ/µ (N) as a function of the number of snapshots N .
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Figure 6.8: Convergence Plots for OP 1&6. Colorcoding as indicated above.
Figure 6.8 shows the resulting convergence plots for three relevant points within the flow field
for the two extrem OPs 1&6. Blue: Point near rather low fluctuation. Red: Point near the axial
Zero Crossing. Yellow: Point near higher fluctuation. (Note that for reasons of readability, the
scale of the contourplot is fitted to each OP itself). To distinguish the differences in between
the OPs themself, Figure 6.9 is introduced additionally to show the convergence plots for all
OPs at the Zero Crossing and in the Area of High Fluctuation.
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Figure 6.9: Convergence Plots for different OPs at distinct positions indicated in Figure 6.8.
Overall ratio spreads from around 8% up to 40%, depending on the OP and the local position.
It is observable, that in most cases a distinct convergence is achieved after 103 Samples (keep in
mind, that the abscissa is logarithmic). However, within the area of higher fluctuations, there’s
a clearly visible step for OP 5 at around N = 1400-1500 and a smaller one for OP 6 around N
= 2300 (see Figure 6.9b). In both cases, the step occurred suddenly from an already convergent
state and stabilized again very quickly. This could be an indicator for either a periodic, yet
very fast state-switching phenomena with a frequency lower than the rather short measurement
time would be able to cover, or more likely, a randomly occurring flow phenomenon. Further
interpretation would go beyond the scope of this work. Despite the two outlier, all in all it can
be stated that albeit the rather short measurement time of only 1.4 s, flow averaging is valid
and the observation time was long enough for capturing the relevant phenomena.
6.6 Plane-to-plane comparison of the mean flow fields
As the 2mm plane is the most important one regarding the interaction between impeller and
side channel, therefore the working principle of the machine, focus of this chapter so far laid
on this plane. However, to understand the axial flow development along the height of the side
channel, the remaining planes for OP3 are introduced with Figure 6.10.
To compare quantitatively, Figure 6.11 shows the flow development along cl = 0.67 as well as
ch = 0.9. The common line for all profiles (ch = 0.9, cl = 0.67) is marked as a dashed blue line.
Ultimately, it is possible to combine all planes and therefore being able to clarify the flow within
the (r, z)-plane, as well as in the (θ, z)-plane; this is introduced with Figure 6.12 (recall Figure
3.9a in comparison).
Streamlines are composed out of cr&cax, while the the contour is showing cu normalize by csc. In
addition, a dotted black line shows the ratio cu/cax = 1. The common line ch = 0.9, cl = 0.67
is marked by a blue dashed line, while the five measurement planes 2− 18mm are indicated in
the background by green dashed lines. Now the circulation mass flow through the side channel
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Figure 6.10: Mean flow fields ci(θ, r, z) for OP3 with z = 6− 18mm.
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Figure 6.11: Velocity profiles along cl = 0.67 as well as ch = 0.9. The common line of the
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can be described in detail: After leaving the impeller at the outer radius (right-hand side of
the zero- crossing), the fluid accelerates in axial direction at first (cax), but decelerates again,
when approaching the upper limit of the side channel. The same effect can be observed for
the circumferential component (cu) as well. Due to the upper wall, axial velocity is converted
into radial velocity for the necessary back-flow towards the hub. Here the radial component is
converted into axial flow again, where it finally enters the impeller again. The helical structure
of the flow can be adumbrated by comparing the rather straight streamlines in lower planes
compared to the stronger bended ones for higher planes in Figure 6.10.
Note that, the circumferential resolution of the data in the (θ, r)-plane is 1mm, while being
4mm in axial direction (z). Therefore these, as well as all following contour plots within the
z-plane are generated by a simple linear interpolation instead of a more sophisticated one, to
circumvent false interpretation.
Flow development along θ at ch = 0.9 is presented with Figure 6.13 (compare 2.4).
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Figure 6.13: (θ, z)-plane for ch = 0.9; Position of the measurement planes indicated as dashed
green lines; The common line with Figure 6.11 & Figure 6.12 is dashed in blue.
Streamlines visualize cu&cax, while the contour represents cr normalized by csc. A dashed
magenta line shows the zero-crossing, warm colors go into the plane, cool ones towards the
observer. Basically two things are visible: While the dominating circumferential component
is decreasing in all planes when getting closer to the outlet (besides directly under the casing
(z = 18mm)), axial and radial velocities are more or less stable. This can be interpreted
in such a way that the helical circulation flow remains rather stable (cu & cax), while the
circumferential component (cu) works against the pressure gradient of the machine and has to
decrease. Therefore the circumferential development of the helical flow structure is not constant
along the side channel, but rather shows a compression. This leads to the assumption, that
the interaction between side channel and impeller is not constant along the circumference, but
depends on θ, therefore the distance from and to in- and outlet.
In conclusion, average flow field analysis already shows that a distinct difference between
primary (total volume flow rate through the side channel) and circular flow (circulation volume
flow rate) is obviously observable and quantifiable. Clear differences all along the characteristic
curve of the machine are visible. However, time-averaging smooths out dynamic phenomena by
definition. Therefore, to investigate the interaction between impeller and side channel as the
driving force behind momentum exchange furthermore, more advanced approaches have to be
pursued.
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Chapter 7
Results: PIV - Phase average 〈PA〉
As already explained, the SPIV measurements were supported by common integral value acqui-
sition, such as torque and angular measurements. By making use of the angular measurements
it is possible to switch from an absolute to a blade related reference frame as for each PIV
snapshot of the flow situation exists a recorded angular position. Using this information enables
to do a phase averaging for a given impeller position (and therefore blade position). Results are
presented in the same manner as in chapter 6.
7.1 Statistical significance
Having such a small pool of data, statistical significance is of great importance. Figure 7.1 shows
the convergence plots in the same manner, as for the time averaged case (compare Section 6.5).
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Figure 7.1: Phase Averaged Convergence Plots for different OPs at two destinct positions
(compare Figures 6.8 & 6.9).
For both positions, convergence is achieved after only around 40 Samples for OPs 1-4. However,
in strong PL convergence is not reached completely, but is regarded as being sufficient enough,
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as the gradient is quite small. The difference in the number of necessary snapshots compared
to the simple time averaged case in chapter 6 is remarkable. While in the last-mentioned case
more than 1000 Samples were necessary to reach a converged state, in case of phase averaging,
only 40 Samples are sufficient. This can be explained by the flow characteristic itself: For
the simple time averaged case nearly all possible blade angular positions were present over
the whole measurement regime. This results in strongly varying flow fields. In case of phase
averaging, there’s only one distinct blade position. Therefore flow fields are more similar and
the ratio should converge significantly faster, as can be observed in the present case. It is
remarkable, that the same unusual behavior as in the TA case can be observed for OP5 in the
area of high fluctuation again: The ratio seems already converged up to 140 samples, when
suddenly changing state again. The phenomena occurs at the same time as in the TA case, as
the measurements were time-resolved, therefore the time stamp of the snapshot in the 〈PA〉
case is the time stamp of the TA case divided by the number of phase angles (1400/10 = 140).
An in-depth examination would have been beyond the scope of this work, however the reason
could be identified as a strong axial vortex being transported circumferentially through the side
channel. This behavior wasn’t observed again and the data in general considered statistical
significant.
7.2 Phase Averaged Flow Fields 〈ci〉(θ, r, z, pa)
Phase averaged results enable to uncover the influence of the impeller. Figures 7.2 & 7.3 show
all three phase averaged mean flow fields 〈cu,r,ax〉 for all six measured OPs in the 2mm plane
normalized by the mean side channel velocity csc. Flow fields are presented in the same manner
as already described in chapter 6. In addition, the underlying impeller of the current phase is
drawn true to scale. The phase averaged mean flow field 〈ci〉(θ, r, z, pa) is calculated according
to:
〈ci〉(θ, r, z, pa) = 1
Npa
Npa∑
n=1
ci(θ, r, z, tpa + n ∗ 1
BPF
) (7.1)
With pa being the desired phase angle out of the previously explained 10 available (here: pa=4
is used, as this shows three complete blade channels). Npa is the total number of available
snapshots per phase (∼ 270 Samples). ci is the current snap shot, with tpa being the first
occurring time stamp of the chosen phase angle and BPF being the blade passing frequency of
200 Hz.
Similar to the mean flow fields (see chapter 6.1), the in-plane components for OP 1-4 smoothly
follow the contour of the side channel, with a difference in curvature according to their volume
flow. However, in phase-averaging it can be observed, that with bigger radii and increasing
pressure head the smooth curvature starts to become more wave-like. For OP 5&6 the structure
of the flow suddenly changes a lot, showing backflow and vortices. The axial component reveals
obvious impeller related structures for the first time: Besides in OL (where there is also flow into
the side channel near the hub), all OPs show a flow into the side channel only above the mean
radius (rm) with a repeating pattern clearly related to the underlying blades. The zero-crossing
itself shows an interesting behavior: If one recalls the time averaged velocity fields of Section 6.1,
they showed a similar zero-crossing position for all OPs, suggesting also similar phase averaged
behavior. However, it is visible for all OPs, that this is not the case: While for OP 1-3 the
zero crossing shows a strong wave-like structure, for OP 4-6 this is smoothed with only very
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Figure 7.2: Phase averaged mean flow fields 〈ci〉(θ, r, 2mm, 4): OP1 to OP3.
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Figure 7.3: Phase averaged mean flow fields 〈ci〉(θ, r, 2mm, 4): OP4 to OP6.
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small fluctuations. It is remarkable, that despite the very different velocity patterns per OP in
〈PA〉, nonetheless, the overall zero crossing in TA is stable. It can be stated, that the phase
averaged flow fields give a significantly deeper insight into the flow situation in game compared
to the simple time averaged approach. They reveal very complex flow patterns generated by the
varying interaction between impeller and side channel according to the operating point.
7.3 Radial Profiles
At first glance, the phase averaged radial profiles shown in Figure 7.4 are quite similar to the
time averaged ones in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 7.4: Phase averaged radial profiles for different velocity components for pressure (PS)
and suction side (SS) of the same blade channel at θ = 225°.
However, as due to phase averaging the impeller position is known, the radial profiles were
extracted at two different characteristic θ above the same blade channel (keep in mind, that
the measurement plane is 2mm above the impeller). The pressure side (PS) of the blade is
represented by θ = 220°, while θ = 230° is on the suction side (SS). Comparison is done to
the TA case for θ = 225°(cl = 0.67). Regarding 〈cu〉, both profiles are similar to the TA one
regarding trends, order, magnitude and zero-crossing. 〈cax〉 still looks kind of similar to the
TA one, however more noisy. This can be explained by the method of 〈PA〉 itself: While in
the 〈PA〉 case only NPA = 271 snapshots at the very same position are combined, in case of
TA it’s N = 2771 snapshots at arbitrary positions. However, as only in 10% of all TA cases a
blade (and therefore its direct influence) is underneath the measurement plane, profiles should
be similar within margins. 〈cr〉 is even harder to interpret: Both profiles show only a minor
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similarity to the TA case, while strong fluctuations are visible. However, velocities are now
within the same order of magnitude as 〈cax〉, indicating that the impeller has also an influence
in radial direction.
7.4 Circumferential Profiles
In contrast to the radial profiles, the circumferential 〈PA〉 profiles in Figure 7.5 differ strongly
from the TA ones in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 7.5: Phase averaged circumferential flow development along the side channel for different
radii (side channel length). Blade positions indicated by black rectangles.
While the overall tendency are similar to those described for the TA case, now the benefit of
phase averaged analyzes reveals: As in the 〈PA〉 case the blade position can be drawn (black
rectangles), their influence on the flow can be clearly seen for all velocity components and all
OPs. Distinct oscillations are visible, some even with a tendency to a blade harmonic behavior.
Amplitudes are getting stronger while going from OL to PL. The influence of the OP to the
flow field can be seen by comparing the position of local maxima: For 〈cax〉 at ch = 0.8 in OL
(dark blue), the local maximum can be observed at the pressure side of the blade. In strong PL
(cyan) this maxima shifts against the direction of rotation towards the suction side. The same
is true for 〈cu〉, having the same shift of about 4°. Oscillations for 〈cr〉 are smeared, however
showing blade related tendencies as well. Position of the local maxima seems to be in phase with
〈cu〉. Regarding ch = 0.9 things change: 〈cax〉 and 〈cu〉 still show a OP dependency, however
the positions of the maxima changed. 〈cr〉 now seems to be in anti-phase with 〈cax〉 when in
PL, but in phase for OPs in OL.
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In conclusion, blade dependencies in all three components are clearly visible as the period of
nearly all oscillations fits to the blade spacing. The components seem to be connected to each
other with distinct phase shifts (regarding the oscillation, not θ). However, clear identification
is difficult, as oscillations are not explicit harmonic. Furthermore, due to strongly varying
amplitudes, differences in between OPs are difficult to identify as well.
7.5 Plane-to-plane comparison
The extracted velocity component profiles are shown in Figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.6: Profiles for all three velocity components along cl = 0.67 as well as ch = 0.9 for
different planes. The common line of the profiles, as well as with Figures 7.7 & 7.8 is dashed in
blue.
They show the same behavior as described before: The radial extent along θ = 225°(cl = 0.67)
is similar to the TA, but due to the smaller data pool a little more noisy. This is fortified by
Figure 7.7, which shows the same tendency: it is also similar to the TA one, but more noisy as
well. Circumferential flow development along θ follows the same trend as in the TA case, but
with the above discussed clearly visible blade-related oscillations. This is especially remarkable
when taking a look at 〈cax〉 at ch = 0.9: In the TA case, the 2mm plane seemed to have the
lowest magnitude, while the 14mm plane had the strongest one. 〈PA〉 now reveals that there
are considerable oscillations superimposing the mean value, with the 2mm plane now having
the strongest magnitude. As it was already visible in the TA case, the magnitude of cr increases
with increasing distance to the impeller, being within the same order of magnitude as 〈cax〉.
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Figure 7.8 is introduced to clarify this further: While the streamlines as a combination of cu
& cax do not obviously reveal strong differences compared to TA, the radial component now
shows significant blade related structures, giving a first impression of a complex flow behavior.
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Figure 7.7: (r, ax)-plane for cl = 0.67. Position of the measurement planes indicated as dashed
green lines. The common line with Figure 7.6 & Figure 7.8 is dashed in blue.
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Figure 7.8: (θ, z)-plane for ch = 0.9. Position of the measurement planes indicated as dashed
green lines. The common line with Figure 7.6 & Figure 7.7 is dashed in blue.
With Figure 7.9 the 〈PA〉 axial development of the flow is introduced. Compared to Figure 6.10,
differences between the 〈PA〉 and TA flow fields are again quite minimal. However, impeller
related structures of the axial component can be observed even up to the highest plane (18mm).
In conclusion, phase average flow field analyzes helps to further illustrate the complex inter-
action between impeller and side channel. The influence of the impeller on all three velocity
components clearly reveals. When comparing the magnitude of the mean flow (TA) with the
magnitude of the blade (therefore impeller) related oscillations (〈PA〉), it becomes obvious, that
they are still an order of magnitude higher. This suggest to further decompose the flow field, to
separate between impeller related and volume flow rate related components.
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Figure 7.9: Phase averaged flow fields 〈ci〉(θ, r, z, 4) for OP3 with z = 6− 18mm.
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Chapter 8
Results: PIV - Combined Approach:
Periodic Dynamic P˜D
The previous chapters helped to clarify the flow development within the side channel of the
RFP. TA and 〈PA〉 already give a comprehensive insight and enable to compare quantitatively.
However, due to its highly three-dimensional complexity, analytical flow description is not easy
to be done. Especially the cause-effect relation between impeller and side channel flow is not
yet identified in a convenient way. To overcome these shortcomings, this work proposes to make
use of a further decomposition:
Hussain and Reynolds [63] and later on Laschka [64] decomposed all flow variables of an
arbitrary instantaneous flow field (ci) into three parts: a steady mean component (ci), a periodic
perturbation (c˜i) and stochastic fluctuation (c
′
i):
ci(θ, r, z, t) = ci(θ, r, z) + c˜i(θ, r, z, t) + c
′
i(θ, r, z, t) (8.1)
In case of fluid machinery, this triple decomposition can be interpreted as follows:
The quasi steady mean flow (ci) is the primary flow. It is the TA results from Chapter
6. In case of a RFPs it is directly connected to the primary mass flow (transport) trough the
machine.
The periodic dynamic component (periodic perturbation) (c˜i) is the ”footprint” of the
impeller in the fluid, therefore the driving force behind the momentum exchange, thus working
principle of the machine. It is directly connected to the rotational frequency of the impeller (in
case of geometrically periodic impellers, the blade passing frequency (BPF) is valid as well).
It describes the influence of the impeller on the side channel flow. Therefore, it also includes
all impeller related losses (friction, flow incidence, flow separation, etc.). In case of RFPs it
is connected to the circulation mass flow, as this is the dominant mass flow regarding the
interaction between impeller and side channel (compare Section 2.3).
The stochastic fluctuations (c′i) can be interpreted (in case of RFP) as ”unwanted, randomly
occurring but unavoidable flow phenomena” due to the turbulent flow. It also includes the
measurement uncertainty of the system, as well as all fluctuations of the flow that are not
directly connected to the impeller but induced from outside the system. This can be everything
from a state-switching flow separation occurring at a choked valve, up to speed variation of the
auxiliary pump, leading to slow pulsation of the flow.
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This decomposition now enables to analyze the cause-effect relation between impeller and side
channel flow in a more rigorous way by focusing on the periodic dynamic (P˜D). P˜D can not be
measured directly, however it is possible to calculate them from the gathered results of the TA
and 〈PA〉 measurements. This was shown by Pechloff and Laschka [65] who stated, that when
dividing an arbitrary flow field into a phase averaged (〈PA〉) part and a time averaged (TA)
part, it ”yields two distinct sets of equations, respectively, governing unsteady and steady mean
flow. In both cases the existing turbulent fluctuations are exclusively composited into average
correlation terms, the necessary mathematical identities for this process having been provided
by Telionis [66]”. In summary, it is explained how periodic dynamics can be expressed by a
simple subtraction of TA from 〈PA〉, as the stochastic fluctuation terms are present in both
expressions. This leads to equation (8.2):
c˜i(θ, r, z, pa) = 〈ci(θ, r, z, pa)〉 − ci(θ, r, z) (8.2)
It has to be mentioned, that in their work Pechloff and Laschka [65] used the precise physical
definitions of TA and 〈PA〉 regarding continuity by using integral expressions. As the present
work is experimental, only discretize sampled values are at hand. Therefore, common finite
equations for TA and 〈PA〉 were used (equations 6.2 & 7.1). However, as both were shown to
be statistical significant and even calculated from the same data pool, equation (8.2) is valid to
use.
8.1 Periodic Dynamic Flow Fields c˜i(θ, r, z, tpa)
Figures 8.1 & 8.2 show the resulting periodic dynamics c˜i for all six measured OPs in the 2mm
plane. Flow fields are still presented in the same quantifiable manner as in Chapter 6, showing
velocities normalized by the mean side channel velocity csc for a distinct blade position (as the
PDs are calculated from the 〈PA〉 results of Chapter 7, it is the same position).
The power of this combined approach is directly visible: The resulting in-plane, as well as
out-of-plane velocity patterns seem very similar for all measured OPs along the characteristic
curve. Up to ch = 0.9 the resulting flow fields show a periodic dynamic, directly connected
to the geometry of each blade channel: Repeating radial bands of counter-directional axial
velocity (from impeller to side channel on the pressure side (warm colors) and contrary for the
suction side of the blade (cold colors)). They interact with each other in-plane via contrariwise
circumferential streamlines to the center of the blade channel, where they merge towards the
hub. Above each blade there is a flow in the opposite direction, pointing to the outer rim of
the side channel. From OL to PL a circumferential shift of this pattern against the direction of
rotation is observable. Starting at ch = 0.9, an additional shift is visible, strongly influenced by
the current OP: For OP6 in strong PL, the pattern seems nearly shifted by half a side channel
width. In this small part of the side channel, another phenomenon can be observed: A pair of
counter-rotating axial vortices for ch > 0.9 become visible (best observable in OP4). (Recall
that ch = 0.9 is also the position of the zero crossing of the axial component for the TA flow
fields). To compare quantitatively, extracted velocity profiles are presented in the same manner
as before.
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Figure 8.1: Periodic Dynamic Flow Fields c˜i(θ, r, 2mm, 4): OP1 to OP3.
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Figure 8.2: Periodic Dynamic Flow Fields c˜i(θ, r, 2mm, 4): OP4 to OP6.
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8.2 Radial Profiles
Figure 8.3 shows the radial development of the P˜D of different velocity components at pressure
(PS) and suction side (SS) of the same blade channel.
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Figure 8.3: Radial profiles for the periodic dynamics of all three velocity components at the
pressure (PS) and suction side (SS) of the same blade channel.
Quantifiable differences become visible, with all velocity components having the same order of
magnitude. While the magnitude of c˜u is only 10% of the TA one (cu),both other components c˜ax
& c˜r are within the same range as their corresponding TA ones. c˜u seems to be mirrored at the
zero-crossing: while being positively monotonic sorted according to the OPs on the pressure side,
it is opposite on the suction side. For the other components, no clear OP depending tendencies
are visible for a wide spread of the side channel. Remarkable is again the TA zero-crossing point
at around ch = 0.9: all three components start to change their behavior, especially in part load
steep gradients are visible. In addition this is also the point where most components switch
their signs.
Conclusively, it can be stated that, regarding the radial extend of the P˜D, the outer part
is of importance. Steep gradients, as well as sign switches imply a complex flow field in all
three directions. This was shown by the in-plane flow fields as well (recall the counter-rotating
axial vortices). However, as the impellers main working direction is along θ, the circumferential
development is of greater interest.
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8.3 Circumferential Velocity Profiles
As described at the beginning of this Chapter, the periodic dynamics can be interpreted as the
”footprint” of the impeller in the flow field. Figure 8.4 is introduced to show its circumferential
development. As the characteristic radius ch = 0.8 was chosen this time, representing a wide
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Figure 8.4: Development of the circumferential periodic dynamics along the side channel for
different radii.
part of the flow field. ch = 0.9 is given as well, representing the already identified area of strong
interplay of all components. With the influence of the average flow being subtracted, periodic
velocity oscillation due to the interaction with the impeller now become clearly visible. As
already shown by the P˜D in-plane flow fields, there are pattern-like structure visible, which now
become obviously connected to the underlying impeller. In the stable region around ch = 0.8
the circumferential development is remarkable: Distinct oscillations around zero for all three
components and all OPs show the periodic behavior clearly. Position of the maxima for each OP
and all components are fixed in relation to the blades, therefore repetitive for each blade channel.
Not only in position, but in magnitude as well. The connection between the circumferential shift
and the according OP is monotonic: from OL to PL the local maxima are shifted against the
direction of rotation. A direct monotonic connection between the amplitude of the oscillation and
the current OP can be made as well: The higher the generated head, the higher the amplitude
of the periodic dynamic. It is also remarkable to see that all three components seem to be
directly connected to each other: for every OP, c˜u and c˜ax are shifted by nearly 90° (regarding
the oscillation period, not θ). In case of c˜u and c˜r it is nearly 180° thus between c˜ax and c˜r being
90° again. Taking a closer look at ch = 0.9 the same dependencies can be observed: 90° for c˜u
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and c˜ax, as well as c˜ax and c˜r and 180° for c˜u and c˜r. Remarkably, c˜r at ch = 0.9 is the only
component with a visible decrease in magnitude.
8.4 Plane-to-plane comparison
As the last step in presenting the flow field development through the side channel, the axial
development is shown. With Figure 8.5 the remaining planes are introduced. Similar patterns
to the one described before can be seen in the higher planes as well. Additionally, due to the
extended measurement regime closer to the outer rims, complicated interacting periodic vortex
structures can be observed. These counter-rotating pairs of vortices now also show up near the
hub for the middle planes (10/14mm), but are not that obvious near the ceiling of the side
channel anymore (18mm). However, the in-plane flow structure now becomes similar to the
2mm one again. With increasing distance to the impeller, its influence decreases, visible by the
increasing noise for higher planes. To be able to quantify this, Figure 8.6 is introduced.
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Figure 8.6: Velocity profiles for the pressure side (PS, θ = 220), as well as ch = 0.8.
Regarding the radial development, flow structures between planes differ a lot and are obviously
noisy. Besides being all in the same order of magnitude, interpretation is difficult. This is
different for the circumferential case at ch = 0.8: The impeller-induced oscillation are visible for
all planes. The 2mm plane amplitude is nearly as double as the rest in case of c˜u and c˜ax but
within the same range for c˜r, even with a strong decrease in amplitude compared to the more
distant planes.
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Figure 8.5: Periodic Dynamic Flow Fields c˜i(θ, r, z, 4) for OP3 with z = 6− 18mm.
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8.5 Frozen Periodic Dynamic Flow Field Interpretation
As the flow field analyzes in general showed plausible results, it is now possible to combine the
P˜D results all together. Having subtracted the all dominating mean flow and being able to focus
on a distinct phase angle position, the final result in form of the P˜D results can be interpreted
as a ”frozen” dynamic flow field around the impeller. It is best described as a snap-shot of the
characteristic dynamic within the side channel that is induced by the impeller. The term ”frozen”
refers to the circumstance that the flow rotates synchronously with the impeller (therefore also
the term (constant) ”footprint”). This frozen periodic dynamic is shown exemplary for OP3
with Figure 8.7.
Radial cuts along the pressure (PS), as well as the suction side (SS) of the middle blade channel
around θ = 225°(cl = 0.67) are shown in the upper part. Circumferential cuts along two distinct
radial positions are given underneath: ch = 0.8 representing the rather ”stable” OP independent
part, while ch = 0.9 represents the radial position with clearer differences between OPs (keep in
mind, that however only OP3 is shown). The individual planes of each measurement are are
dashed green lines, while common profiles are indicted by blue dashed lines.
Now is is possible to interpret the cause-effect relation between the impeller and the flow through
the side channel by describing the flow around one blade. On the pressure side of the blade,
the fluid is being pushed in rotation direction and has to evade upwards in axial direction.
When entering the side channel it parts in circumferential direction: One part flows via the
side channel to the suction side of the previous blade. This can be assumed to be a stable
vortex within two blades, with its center somewhere on the interface between impeller and
side channel. The other part tips over the blade. With now being on the suction side of the
blade, it interacts with fluid influenced by the following blade and merges downwards to the
impeller and in direction of the hub. Along the axial extend, the flow structure is more complex
and beyond the scope of observation abstraction. It has again to be mentioned that the axial
recombination is very fragile to the true phase angle of each axial measurement plane. Despite
the fact, that the reconstruction looks physically plausible, in theory, planes 10, 14, 18mm could
have a circumferential shift of up to 5° (compare the measurement system coupling section in
Chapter 4.2). However, due to the smooth axial development at ch = 0.8, it can be assumed
that the recombined flow field is valid within margins.
It is visible that the impact of the impeller (therefore the Frozen Periodic Dynamic) is a very
complex 3-dimensional structure beyond the point of a simple descriptive explanation. However,
an obviously repeating, not only impeller, but blade related system of vortices in all three
dimensions with a distinct pattern can be seen. Differences along θ are weak, but visible.
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Figure 8.7: Frozen flow distribution for the periodic dynamic: Radial cuts along pressure and
suction side of the middle blade channel. Circumferential cuts along ch = 0.8, 0.9. Common
Profiles indicated by dashed blue lines. Measurement planes indicated in dashed green.
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Chapter 9
Concluding Remarks
The present work comprises an experimental investigation into the flow phenomena of a regener-
ative flow pump. A comprehensive documentation of the executed measurement campaign is
given. A specific purpose-built regenerative flow pump has been designed and integrated into a
common pump test rig. Modern methods of time resolved two-dimensional, three-component
flow field measurement have been applied to provide a database for comparison with experiments
as well as simulations on the same topic. Additional integral value measurements support the
flow field information, allowing comparison to a wider field of present as well as future studies.
As the flow field within the side channel is discussed in all three dimensions for a representative
region of interest and various points along the characteristic curve of the machine, the former
demand of a comprehensive insight into the flow mechanism behind the interaction between
impeller and side channel is fulfilled. Theoretical fundamentals are presented in the necessary
depth to understand the working principle of this rather unconventional type of fluid machinery.
The experimental setup as well as the utilized methods are described in detail to be able to
estimate comparability with similar work. An extensive validation has been carried out to ensure
significance and reproducibility, thus robustness and reliability of the obtained data. Results are
presented in visually convenient way to allow qualitative comprehension, as well as to enable
comparison to present or future work on the same topic. In addition, quantitative comparison is
possible as well, since the results are presented in terms of normalized (dimensionless) quantities.
As a novel approach, the triple decomposition is proposed to serve as a more rigorous approach
to uncover the impact of the impeller onto the fluid.
Frozen Periodic Dynamic
The common representation of the relative flow ~w (see eq.: 2.1) through a fluid machine by
vectorial subtracting the local impeller speed u(r) from the absolute velocity ~c fits its purpose
well. Within or close to the blade channel this method enables to understand and interpret the
flow through or influenced by the impeller. However, the common relative flow representation
looses significance with increasing distance to the impeller, as more and more effects within the
flow interact with each other, considerably weakening the (only one-dimensional considered)
influence of the impeller. The common definition of ~w also enables to analytically describe
the cause-effect relation between impeller (cause) and flow (effect) in case of pumps and fans
(or vice versa if/in case that turbines are considered). The most common expression here is
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”Euler’s pump and turbine equation” for fluid machinery, where in case of blade congruent flow
of the relative component ~w, the interplay between impeller and flow can be reduced to a model,
where only forces in circumferential direction of the impeller can exchange torsional momentum
(cause) (therefore the common reduction to the term g ·Htot = Δ ucu), while the primary flow
through the machine (effect) is perpendicular to that.
In case of (but not limited to) RFP, this makes it extremely difficult to understand the cause-
effect relation, as main flow direction and circumferential direction of the impeller are parallel to
each other and an advanced model in form of a circulation flow is necessary to analytically create
this perpendicularity of components again via a momentum balance within the side channel
(compare 2.3). This is extremely convenient, as it ”converts” RFPs through the ”momentum
theory” into the frame of reference of fluid machinery, therefore enabling the use of common
approaches (such as dimensionless comparison or application of affinity laws). However, due to
necessary assumptions and simplifications and the additional switching in the frame of reference,
it is very difficult to understand the true impact of the impeller onto the fluid and therefore
the general flow situation within the side channel. This makes it challenging to formulate the
interaction between primary flow and circulation flow. However, this is essential to be able
to understand the working principle completely. Only through that, advanced optimization
strategies are possible.
The proposed method to use a triple decomposition to represent the relative impact of the
impeller to the flow, clarifies the flow development. Although it is still extremely difficult to
interpret the flow mechanism within the machine, the reduction to a ”Frozen Periodic Dynamic”
helps to assign distinct flow patterns (cause) to the primary flow (effect). This pattern-related
point of view to understand cause-effect relations can also be taken a step further, by using
more advanced mathematical operations to identify flow patterns more clearly. First promising
results were already achieved by making use of a proper orthogonal decomposition (POD), which
showed similar results for the same data pool ([67–70]). It has to be mentioned, that the ”Frozen
Periodic Dynamic” is not limited by a measurement frequency. As long as both data pools of
TA and 〈PA〉 are independently statistical significant, the resulting ”Frozen Periodic Dynamic”
(P˜D) still represents the ”footprint” of the impeller, therefore covering all phenomenon which
occur with the characteristic frequency. This also includes i.e. all rotational frequency related
losses as well. Therefore, the benefit of a this relative approach is not limited to RFPs, but can
also help in understanding more common types as well, since the periodic relative impact of the
impeller can be analyzed at any position, as long as the influence is measurable.
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Nomenclature
Latin letters
Upper case
Symbol SI Unit Description
A m2 Area
Asc m
2 Side channel cross section
Dnom m Nominal diameter
Dimp m Impeller diameter
Htot m Total head
M Nm Torque
N − Total number of Snapshots
Peff W Effective hydraulic power
Pshaft W shaft power
Q m
3
s
Volume flow rate
Qtot
m3
s
Total volume flow rate
QPIV
m3
s
Volume flow rate through the PIV side
QPOM
m3
s
Volume flow rate through the POM side
Tamb °C Ambient Temperature
TPP °C Temperature of the pressure probe
U m
s
Outer circumferential impeller velocity
Lower case
Symbol SI Unit Description
c m
s
Absolute velocity
c m
s
Time averaged absolute velocity
〈c〉 m
s
Phase averaged absolute velocity
c˜ m
s
Periodic dynamic absolute velocity
cax
m
s
Axial absolute velocity component
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cr
m
s
Radial absolute velocity component
cu
m
s
Circumferential absolute velocity component
c1,u
m
s
Inner circumferential absolute velocity component
c2,u
m
s
Outer circumferential absolute velocity component
c′ m
s
stochastic fluctuation absolute velocity component
m˙ kg
s
Mass flow rate
g m
s2
Gravitational constant
n 1
s
Rotational speed
n − current Snapshot
p Pa Pressure
r m Local radius
rpm 1
min
Revolutions per minute
t s current time stamp
tpa s phase average time stamp
u m
s
local circumferential impeller velocity
uimp
m
s
outer circumferential impeller velocity
w m
s
Relative velocity
z m Local axial distance from impeller
Greek letters
Upper case
Symbol SI Unit Description
Δp Pa pressure rise
Δyj − Absolute uncertainty
Φ − Head coefficient
Ψ − Flow coefficient
Lower case
Symbol SI Unit Description
η − Efficiency
µ − Arithmetic mean
ρ kg
m3
Density
θ ° Angular distance from stripper
τ Pa Averaged shear stresses
σ − Standard deviation
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ω 1
s
Angular frequency
Abbreviations and Acronyms
Abbr. Description
2D-3C 2-dimensional, 3 components
3D-3C 3-dimensional, 3 components
ax axial
BEP Best Efficiency Point
Calib.-error Calibration error
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
circ circulation
CIV Common Integral Value (measurements)
ch side channel height
cl side channel length
DAQ Data Acquisition
DFG Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
f.s. full scale
FSM Institute for Fluid Machinery
GE Given Error
HS-SPIV High-Speed Stereo Particle Image Velocimetry
KIT Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
M1...6 Measurement Number
nom nominal
NPSH Net Positive Suction Head
OL Overload
OP(s) Operating Point(s)
o.r. of reading
PA Phase Angle
〈PA〉 Phase Averaged
PD Pulse Distance
P˜D Periodic Dynamics
PL Part load
POM Polyoxymethylen
PS Pressure Side
PP Pressure Probe
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RFC Regenerative Flow Compressor
RFP Regenerative Flow Pump
RP Rapid Prototyping
ROI Region Of Interest
TA Time Averaged
sc side channel
SS Suction Side
st static
Temp.-dep. Temperature dependency
theo theoretical
tot total
TTL Transistor-Transistor Logic
VAR Various
WCC Water Column Cascade
ZPF Zero Point Fluctuation
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